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Abstract
The present thesis derives error representations and develops design meth
odologies for optimal mean-absolute-error (MAE) morphological-based filters.
Four related morphological-based filter-types are treated. Three are
translation-invariant, monotonically increasing operators, and our analysis is
based on the Matheron (1975) representation. In this class we analyze conven
tional binary, conventional gray-scale, and computational morphological fil
ters. The fourth filter class examined is that of binary translation invariant
operators. Our analysis is based on the Banon and Barrera (1991) representa
tion and hit-or-miss operator of Serra (1982). A starting point will be the op
timal morphological filter paradigm ofDougherty (1992a,b) whose analysis de
scribes the optimal filter by a system of nonlinear inequalities with no known
method of solution, and thus reduces filter design tominimal search strategies.
Although the search analysis is definitive, practical filter design remained elu
sive because the search space can be prohibitively large if it not mitigated in
some way.
The present thesis extends from Dougherty's starting point in several ways.
Central to the thesis is the MAE analysis for the various filter settings, where
in each case, a theorem is derived that expresses overall filter MAE as a sum of
MAE values of individual structuring-element filters and MAE of combina
tions of unions (maxima) of those elements. Recursive forms of the theorems
can be employed in a computer algorithm to rapidly evaluate combinations of
structuring elements and search for an optimal filter basis.
Although theMAE theorems provide a rapid means for examining the filter
design space, the combinatoric nature of this space is, in general, too large for a
exhaustive search. Another key contribution of this thesis concernsmitigation
of the computational burden via design constraints. The resulting constrained
filter will be suboptimal, but, if the constraints are imposed in a suitable man
ner, there is little loss of filter performance in return for design tractability.
Three constraint approaches developed here are (1) limiting the number of
terms in the filter expansion, (2) constraining the observation window, and (3)
employing structuring element libraries from which to search for an optimal
basis.
Another contribution of this thesis concerns the application of optimal mor
phological filters to image restoration. Statistical and deterministic image
and degradation models for binary and low-level gray images were developed
here that relate to actual problems in the optical character recognition and
electronic printing fields. In the filter design process, these models are em
ployed to generate realizations, from which we extract single-erosion and
single-hit-or-miss MAE statistics. These realization-based statistics are uti
lized in the search for the optimal combination of structuring elements.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Statement of Problem and Objective
When employing a statistical estimation rule for image restoration, pattern
recognition, image transformation, etc., it is usually desired that the estimate
be optimal as judged by a chosen criterion. As an example, consider the Wie
ner filter [Wiener (1942)], where the estimation rule can be written as a linear
combination of observed data values. In this case the optimality criterion is
minimum mean-square error (MSE) between an idealized image model and a
collection of estimated image values. Mathematical formalisms for practical
design of nonlinear optimal filters are not generally available [See Pitas and
Venetsanopoulos (1989) for a discussion of various types of nonlinear filters.].
Images often have sharp edges, binary structures and a limited number of bits
per pixel. The restriction that the estimatation rule be a linear combination of
observed values is typically unsuitable. The present thesis derives error repre
sentations and develops design methodologies for optimal mean-absolute-error
(MAE) morphological-based filters that are well suited for operating on images
that are binary or low-level gray-scale (2 or 3 bits/pixel) in nature.
Four related morphological-based filter types are analyzed in this thesis.
The first three are translation-invariant, monotonically increasing operators,
and our analysis is based on the Matheron (1975) representation for that filter
class. In this class we analyze conventional binary, conventional gray-scale,
and computational morphological filters. As will be explained subsequently,
the conventional binary theory is not ipso facto subsumed by the conventional
gray-scale theory because binary morphology is embedded into gray-scale mor
phology in a manner that does not allow a 0-1 structuring element to be treat
ed the same in both theories when considering estimation error for discrete im
ages possessing finite gray ranges. Computational morphology is a recent at
tempt [Dougherty and Sinha (1992, 1993a,b)] to unify the binary and gray
scale morphological filtering theories and requires an analysis distinct from its
conventional counterparts. The fourth filter class examined is that of binary
translation invariant operators. Our analysis is based on the Banon and
Barrera (1991) representation and the hit-or-miss operator ofSerra (1982).
As we have stated, this thesis will provide error representation and develop
design methodologies for optimal nonlinear estimators. A starting point will
be the optimal p-norm morphological filter paradigm of Dougherty (1990a,b,
1992a,b). Dougherty performed an analysis of discrete morphological filters
based on a finite number of observations in the context of the mean-square-
error (MSE) criterion. There are two key aspects to the analysis. First, it is
based on the Matheron representation for translation-invariant,
monotonically increasing filters; namely, that a binary (or gray-scale) filter is
represented by a union (maxima in the gray-scale case) of erosions over struc
turing elements in the filter basis. Second, the analysis describes the optimal
filter by a system of nonlinear inequalities with no known method of solution,
and thus reduces filter design to the implementation ofminimal search strat-
egies over subsets of Af-dimensional discrete Cartesian space. Although the
search analysis is definitive, in the sense that it derives minimal search spaces
for optimal filter design, the search space can be prohibitively large if it is not
mitigated in someway.
The present thesis extends from Dougherty's starting point in several ways.
Central to the thesis is the MAE analysis for the various filter settings, where
in each case, a theorem is derived that expresses overall filterMAE as a sum of
MAE values of individual structuring-element filters and MAE of combina
tions of unions (maxima) of those elements. Recursive forms of the theorems
can be employed in a computer algorithm to rapidly evaluate combinations of
structuring elements and search for an optimal filter basis. In addition, the
theorems provide insight into the performance of nonlinear filters. For in
stance, we analyse order-statistic filters in terms of the gray-scale morphologi
cal filter MAE theorem.
Although theMAE theorems provide a rapid means for examining the filter
design space, the combinatoric nature of this space is, in general, too large for
an exhaustive search. To render the search tractable, we have developed a
constraint methodology that is employed in conjunction with the computer
search. The design methodology involves constraining the class of filters from
which the optimal morphological filter is to be chosen; hence, from the perspec
tive of the original optimization paradigm of Dougherty (1992a,b), this ap
proach produces a suboptimal filter. The following three constraints have been
imposed to render the filter design process tractable: (1) Limiting structuring-
element size and shape, which we refer to as window constraint; (2) Limiting
the number of structuring elements forming the filter, termed basis size con
straint; (3) Limiting the search to structuring elements derived from some li
brary that has been chosen in a expert manner or by means of some prelimi
nary statistics, which we call library constraint. This constraint methodology
is another key contribution of the present thesis.
Image restoration is the primary application of the morphological estima
tors developed in this thesis. Image restoration involves application of a filter
to an observed image, assumed to be degraded, with the intent being to restore
the observed image to some ideal form. The methodology is based on statistical
analysis of signal and noise processes, and the consequent development of a fil
ter (statistical estimator) to take the observed image as an input and yield an
estimate of the ideal (uncorrupted) image as an output. In terms of the model,
the image, noise, and noisy image are random processes, so that the estimator
is a function of random inputs, but in actual practice the filter is applied to a
realization of the image-noise process.
Another contribution of this thesis concerns modeling for the application of
optimal morphological filters to image restoration. Not much can be found in
the literature on statistical and deterministic degradation models for binary
and low-level gray images, so several such models have been developed that re
late to actual problems in the optical character recognition and electronic
printing fields. In the filter design process, these image and image-noise
models are employed to generate realizations from which we extract single-
erosion and single-hit-or-miss MAE statistics. These realization-based statis
tics are utilized in the search for the optimal combination of structuring ele
ments.
1.2 Background and Historical Perspective
We begin by referencing several seminal works and general publications
that provide a basis of understanding ofmathematical morphology, estimation
theory, and image restoration. We then reference general papers on various
applications and properties ofmorphological filters. Last, and most relevant to
the thesis, we focus on morphological filters applied to image restoration.
Morphological analysis of binary images was originated by Matheron
(1967, 1972, 1975) for the study of porous images. The method is based upon
Minkowski algebra [Minkowski (1903)] as developed by Hadwiger (1957). For
a general description of mathematical morphology see Serra (1982, 1986,
1988), Haralick, Sternberg and Zhuang (1987), Giardina and Dougherty
(1988), and Dougherty (1992c). An overview of estimation theory as employed
in linear systems is given by Lewis (1986), its application to digital image res
toration is reviewed by Andrews and Hunt (1977), and an overview of nonline-
ar filtering methods can be found in the book by Pitas and Venetsanopoulos
(1989).
The early applications ofmorphological filtering were aimed at image seg
mentation and pattern description through granulometric analysis [Matheron
(1975)] and operations such as the Hit-or-Miss transform [Serra (1982)]. Prop
erties for both gray-scale and binary morphological filters are well described in
the literature. Alternating sequential filters are described by Lougheed (1983)
and Sternberg (1986). Serra (1988), and Serra and Vincent (1989) present a
lattice theoretic approach to morphological filtering. Maragos (1985), and
Maragos and Schafer (1987a,b) give a set-theoretic analysis of morphological
filters and describe their relationship to linear, median, order-statistic and
stack filters. Dougherty and Giardina (1986b) also describe the relationship to
linear filters. Dougherty and Kraus (1990a,b,c,d,1991) describe morphological
filters with convolution like properties. The present study is concerned with
employing the Matheron expansion in filter design. Matheron (1975), Serra
(1982), Dougherty and Giardina (1986a, 1988) and Maragos (1989) describe
the filter basis ofMatheron.
Concerning morphological-based restoration, we take the optimality para
digm ofDougherty (1990a,b, 1992a,b) as our starting point. Dougherty formu
lated the problem of optimal morphological filter design in terms of the
Matheron expansion and the minimization ofMSE. Although the theoretical
framework for optimal morphological filter design was described in this paper,
design of actual filters remained elusive due to the combinatoric nature of the
problem. In this thesis we render the design process practical through use of
the morphological filter MAE theorems, design constraints, and the utilization
of image and image-noise models. Much of this work has been published in the
course of the thesis research [Dougherty and Loce (1991,1993a,c) and Loce and
Dougherty (1991, 1992a,b,c,d,e,f)] and has been summarized in a book chapter
[Dougherty and Loce (1993a)]. In addition to developing design methodologies,
Dougherty and Loce (1992, 1993b) have performed an analysis on the goodness
of the estimators produced by their morphological filter design methods. In
particular, they examined the realization-based nature of design and the con
straint on basis size.
For binary images, there have been other strategies employed to facilitate
an efficient search within the paradigm of Dougherty (1992a). Dougherty,
Mathew, and Swarnakar (1991) and Mathew, Dougherty and Swarnakar
(1991, 1992), have developed an algorithmic approach that derives the optimal
morphological filter from the conditional expectation. For certain types of
noise conditions this technique has been demonstrated to be quite
computationally efficient.
Various other approaches have been taken to facilitate filter design in the
binary setting. One has been to design filters based upon conducive image re
presentations. This approach is akin to designing an optimal linear filter by
the Wiener approach in the frequency domain. As in the Wiener approach,
this requires constraints on the image-noise model. Progress in this direction
has been promising, but at the present stage remains quite theoretical. Dou
gherty and Haralick (1991, 1992) have proposed a spectral decomposition
based upon a hole spectrum, which in effect models an image by considering
holes in the image. In a closely related filtering paradigm, Haralick, Dou
gherty, and Katz (1991a,b) have taken an approach very similar to Wiener
spectral design by defining an opening spectrum. Also note that Dougherty,
Haralick, Chen, Agerskov Jacobi and Sloth (1991, 1992) utilize pattern-
spectra information to design optimal x-openings.
Other approaches to optimal morphological restoration have been taken
that do not follow theMatheron-representation paradigm, that is, optimization
is not over all monotonically increasing, translation invariant mappings rela
tive to the MAE or MSE goodness criterion. Schonfeld and Goutsias (1989a,b,
1990, 1991a,b) describe an alternating sequential morphological filter opti
mized for binary image restoration based on a set-difference metric and the
morphological pattern spectrum.
Koskinen, Astola, and Neuvo have analyzed the input-output statistics for
certain flat morphological filters operating on i.i.d. random variables. They
have obtained both exact and asymptotic representations for the output dis
tributions [Koskinen, Astola, Neuvo (1990a,b), Astola, Koskinen, Neuvo
(1993), Koskinen, Astola (1993)].
1.3 Overview ofThesis
After this introduction, the thesis describes optimal estimation in four fil
tering settings: conventional binary morphological, conventional gray-scale
morphological, computational morphological, and hit-or-miss. Each setting is
analyzed independently in detail in Sections 2 - 5, respectively. The sections
are written in a parallel fashion. They each start with a brief review of filter
ing in that setting; then, in general terms, discuss the respective approach of
optimal estimation. Following that introductory material, probabilistic analy
sis is performed that leads to an MAE expression or theorem for that filter
type. For the monotonically increasing type of filters, recursive forms of the
MAE theorems are given. Several of the more lengthy proofs are given in ap
pendices. It is this analysis that is central to the thesis and key to our ap
proach to filter design via efficient search. At this point in each section, we dis
cuss additional design considerations, such as constraints that must be used to
render the design space tractable. When this constrained approach to design is
first introduced (binary filtering, Section 3), we discuss the methodology and
consequences at length. In latter sections, because of the similarity, this dis
cussion is made much more brief. At the end of each section, we present image
restoration examples that show both the design method and the utility of the
given filter. Section 6 is the conclusion and briefly summarizes the thesis.
2. Optimal BinaryMorphological Filters
This section presents the theory and design methodology of optimal binary
morphological filters. We first review binary morphology and the optimal
estimation paradigm of Dougherty (1990a, 1992a). We then perform a
probabilistic analysis that allows us to derive a binary morphological filtering
MAE theorem. It is then shown how the recursive form of this theorem may be
employed in a computer search algorithm that determines the optimal filter
(optimal subject to constraints). The constrained design methodology that
renders the computer search realizable is also described in detail. Lastly, we
apply the developed designmethod to binary image restoration problems.
2.1 Review ofBinaryMorphological Filtering
A review of binary morphological filtering is presented here. We first
describe the fundamental morphological operations, then proceed onto general
morphological filters and filter optimization. The definitions of the
morphological operations and of general morphological filters are independent
of dimension, applying to both images (2-D) and signals (1-D). For simplicity,
we will at times employ the signal notation; however, we will apply the results
to images. (See Serra (1983), Giardina and Dougherty (1988), or Dougherty
(1992c) for the basics ofmathematical morphology.)
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We employ four elementary morphological operations in the present paper:
erosion, dilation, opening, and closing. In the binary setting, these are
respectively defined by
S 9 B = {z: B + z C S} , (1)
S B = U {B + x: x S} , (2)
S O B = (S 0 B) B , (3)
SB = [S(-B)]0(-B), (4)
where B + z = {b + z: b B), B = {b:b B}, and B is called a structuring
element. In designing and analyzing morphological filters, the operation of
erosion plays a key role. A key property of erosion employed throughout this
paper is the following: ifA C B, then S A D S B. Both erosion/dilation
and opening/closing satisfy duality relations relative to complementation:
SB = [SC e(-B)]c , (5)
SB = (ScOB)c. (6)
More generally, we consider a binary morphological filter to be a set
mapping W that is increasing [S C T implies W(S) C ^(1)] and translation
invariant V(S + z) = ^(S) + z\. [Serra (1983) requires idempotence for a
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filter to be called "morphological."] The kernel of an increasing, translation
invariant mapping W, KerPFI, is the class of all images S such that W(S)
contains the origin. The dual is defined by W*(S) = W(SC)C, it is also a
morphological filter, the dual of the dual is the original filter (*** = W), and
KerfY*] = {B:
Bc
KerfV]} . (7)
From Eqs. (5) and (6) we see that dilation by B is the dual of erosion by B and
closing by B is the dual of opening by B. For the designmethodology developed
in the present paper, it is important to recognize that Matheron (1975) gave
expressions for the kernels of the morphological mappings of Eqs. (1) through
(4):
Ker[ . 0 B] = {A: A D B} , (8)
Kerf . B] = {A: A n (- B) * 0} , (9)
Kerf . O B] = {A: B - z C A for some zCB}, (10)
Kerf . B] = {A: A n (B - z) * 0 for all ziB) , (11)
[see Matheron (1975) or Dougherty and Giardina (1987) for details]. From
these kernels one can easily derive corresponding bases in the digital setting.
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As noticed by Dougherty and Giardina (1986a) and Maragos and Schafer
(1987a,b), excluding certain pathological cases, a morphological filter W has a
basis, BasTO, of structuring elements such that the Matheron expansion can
be taken over BasfY] instead ofKerPF]:
W(S) = U {S 0 B : B BasPF]} . (12)
The basis is a minimal (nonredundant) class of structuring elements within
the kernel: for any B KerFP], there exists
B' BasPF] such that B' C B; and
there does not exist a pair of structuring elements in Bas[*F] properly related
by set inclusion. If B is the basis for a filter, we will sometimes denote the
filter by ^b- By duality, there exists a morphological filter representation in
terms of dilation [Matheron (1975)]. For lattice extensions of the Matheron
representation, see Serra (1988a,b,c), Matheron (1988), Heijmans and Ronse
(1990), and Heijmans (1991). Generalization to nonmonotonic mappings is
given by Banon and Barrera (1991). Finally, the characterization of
translation-invariant mappings between arbitrary complete lattices is
provided by Banon and Barrera (1993).
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2.2 Optimal Estimation in the BinaryMorphological Setting
We now turn to the application of morphological filtering to statistical
estimation. Relative to statistical optimization, erosion plays the key role. To
adapt its definition to a digital environment and to statistical estimation,
consider N binary observation random variables X\, X2, , Xn. Each
realization of the random vector X = (Xi, X2, . . . , Xrf) is a 0-1 AT-tuple denoted
by x = (x\,X2, , xn). Ifwe let 1 and 0 denote points of the domain ofX that
lie within or outside the domain {1, 2, . . . , N}, then each realization x of X
constitutes a subset of {1, 2, ... , N\, and we can erode x by a deterministic
structuring element b = (61, 62, , *w), bj being 0 or 1. The erosion x b is
a binary functional, its value being either 0 or 1:
x b = min {xy. bj = 1} .
j
(13)
Using the Matheron representation [Eq. (12)] as a guide, in Dougherty
(1990a, 1992a) an N-observation digital morphological filter is defined to be a
functional of the form
W(x) = max {x bj = max {min {xy. bu = 1}} . (14)
i i J
where x and b; are deterministic binary N-vectors, and assuming
nonredundancy, {b;} is called the basis ofW.
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Given N observation random variables X\, X2,..., Xn and a random
variable Y to be estimated, the optimal mean-absolute-error (MAE) estimator
is the function g(X\, X2, . . . , Xn) thatminimizes the expected value ,
MAE = E I Y-^X1,X2,...,XN)\ (15)
In the binary setting, mean-absolute error equals mean-square error (MSE),
and therefore the analysis ofDougherty (1990a, 1992a) applies directly to the
present study. Furthermore, it is well known that the optimal MSE estimator
is given by the conditional expectation; however, rather than find the best
estimator, it is common practice to look for the best estimator among a class of
estimators, thereby restricting the nature of the estimation rule g. Here we
require g to be morphological.
For a random vector X and fixed structuring element b, erosion defines an
estimator that can be used to estimate another random variable Y. The
optimal mean-absolute erosion filter is the one defined by the structuring
element Bminimizing
MAE(b) = E[\ 7-(Xb)| ]=E[\ Y-mm{Xf.bj = l}\ . (16)
Extension of optimality to general morphological filters involves minimizing
15
MAE(W) over all possible choices of AT-observation morphological filters W.
The optimal mean-absoluteN-observation morphological filter is given by
MAE{W) = E\\ Y-W(X)\ } = e\\ Y- max {X bj | (17)
(see Eq. 14). Since W is fully determined by its basis, finding the optimal N-
observation filter reduces to selecting the subset of the 2N structuring elements
that yields minimumMAE(W).
A striking feature of the optimal MAE erosion filter is that, relative to the
entire image, it is not a morphological filter. Because filtering is considered as
point-wise estimation, each pixel possesses its own optimal basis. Thus, it is
not spatially invariant, and therefore not translation invariant. In the case of
optimizing a linear estimator, wide-sense stationarity yields spatial
invariance; however, morphological estimators require strict-sense
stationarity for spatial invariance. Even though such an assumption is often
not fully warranted, it is typical of the kind ofmodeling assumption one must
often apply in practice.
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2.3. BinaryMean-Absolute-Error Theorem
The present section states a binary morphological filter MAE theorem that
can be employed in a computer algorithm to search for an optimal basis. In
effect, the theorem states that the MAE of a morphological filter can be
expressed as a linear combination of theMAEs of its individual basis elements
and their unions. Under the assumption of stationarity, a computer search
approach could directly employ Eqs. (16) and (17), which give the numerical
MAE expressions for single-erosion and multiple-erosion filters, respectively,
to estimate MAE from image realizations by comparing filtered noise-
corrupted realizations to corresponding uncorrupted realizations. However,
rather than actually filtering images to determine estimation efficiency and
find the optimal-filter basis, it is computationally more efficient to employ the
general theorem regarding MAE for morphological filters. Employed over a
range of basis sizes (basis size refers to number of structuring elements in the
basis), to an allowed limit, an algorithm employing the theorem can provide
the basis that yields minimumMAE. The theorem is proven in the appendix.
The theorem depends upon certain structuring-element
"fit,"
or
"subset,"
statistics based upon an image model and image degradation model (or more
generally, image transformation model), or realizations of such models. First,
we will describe the fit statistics, how they pertain to two types of estimation
errors that can occur upon single-erosion filtering, and how they lead to an
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expression for MAE of the single-erosion filter. To provide understanding on
how the general theorem for n erosions will lead to a basis-search algorithm,
we will next derive the 2-erosion MAE formula. A proof for arbitrary n is in
the appendix. Strict-sense stationarity of the image process and degradation
process is assumed throughout the derivation.
To proceed, let S and
S'
respectively denote the uncorrupted and corrupted
image, let Bz denote the structuring element B translated by the vector z, Bz
= B + z, and let Kz denote the set of observed pixels about the pixel z, Kz =
S'
Pl Wz, where Wz is an observation window W translated by z. Under the
assumption of strict-sense stationarity, we can speak of the MAE for a filter as
being an image error, since it is pixel independent. For a single erosion by B,
MAE(B) = E[\ S{z) - (S' B)(z)\ ]
= P[S(z) * (S'eB)(z)}
(S(z)=l) n ((S'B)(z) = 0) ] + p[(S(z)=0) D ((S'9B)U) = 1) ] (18)
As written, MAE (B)is evaluated relative to sets being treated as {0, l}-valued
functions. However, each of the events in Eq. (18) possesses a random-set
formulation. For instance, the random-function event
[(S' B)(z) = 0]
possesses the equivalent random-set formulation [Bz Kz].
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Similar considerations apply to more general multi-erosion filters, Eq. (18)
holding for MAE(W) with W(S*) in place of S' B. If W(S0 =max{S'Bt},
then the following random-function events and random-set events are
equivalent:
[W(S')(z) =0] = V,
(S' B.)(z) = 0 (random function formulation) , (19)
[z ew)] =n. (B.) (ZKl z z (random set formulation). C2SS\
In Eq. (20), it must be kept in mind that the intersection is an intersection of
events. To avoid needless notational pedantry, in the following analysis we
will frequently mix random-function and random-set formulations, and
certain symbols (e.g., S, B) may be used to represent either functions or sets
depending on the formulation.
When estimating S(z) by
(S'
B)(z), one of two types of estimation error
can occur. We define type-0 error as that which occurs when S(z) = 1 but (S'
B)(z) = 0; eroding the observed image results in a zero at a location where the
ideal value is one. Type-1 error occurs when S(z) = 0 but
(S' B)(z) = 1; the
erosion estimate is one where the ideal state of the pixel is zero. The
probabilities of type-0 and type-1 errors occurring can be written as
probabilities of event intersections:
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pQ[5]= p[(S'B)(z) = 0) n(S(z)=l)
= p BzdKz ] n ( z e s (21)
Pif5]= p[((S'B)(z) = l) n(S(z)=0)
= p p^ c Kz ) n ( z e s (22)
where pof-B] andpi[B] are the probabilities of type-0 and type-1 estimation er
rors, respectively, when erosion by B is the estimation rule. Note the
equivalent events
[(S' B)(z) = 0] = [Bz <Z Kz] and
[(S' )(z) = 1] = [Bz C
i<L2], where erosion is treated as set exclusion or inclusion for derivation pur
poses. The mean-absolute error of estimation at z is the sum of these two mu
tually exclusive error probabilities:
MAE{B)= pQ[B]+Pi[B]
= P (*2cztf2)n(zes) + p B CKz z ) ri(zes) (23)
It is advantageous to view Eq. (23) from a slightly different perspective:
MAE(B)= P HB CK 1 A ( zSZ 2 (24)
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A A B = (Ac n B) U (A nBc) = (AUB) - (A n 5) . (25)
The assumption of strict-sense stationarity results in the MAE relative to
the entire image being equal to the point-wise MAE ofEq. (24). Provided with
a suitable image model and image transformation model we may extract the
probabilities of type-0 and type-1 errors, and thus calculate MAE for a given
single-erosion filter. Depending on the nature of the models, it may be more
convenient to state po andpi in a particular form, such as conditional probabil
ities, set inclusions, or erosions. Also, for computational efficiency purposes, it
may be more direct to employ an "exclusive
or"(XOR), which is the logic equiv
alent of A.
Toward our goal of deriving and understanding a theorem relating single-
erosion MAE and n-erosion MAE, we next examine the two-erosion case. The
probability of type-0 error can be written in terms of the max (\y) of two ero
sions:
P [B ,B ]= PyQ 1' 2
((S'eB^iz) v (S'b2)(z) = o ) n { S(z) = i
(-. ) <LK n (SJ ZKz z I V 2 z z n [zts (26)
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Equation (26) can be simplified to a sum of single-erosion type-0 probabilities
by using P[C D D] = F[C\ + P[D] - P[C U D], with C= [(Bi)z <Z Kz] n [z S]
8LndD=[(B2)z(lKz]n[zS]:
p [B ,B ] = P*o r 2
(^V.** ) n zes + p (B2)z <z x ) n ( z s
- p (BJ <Ztf u (BJ <ZK
1 2 2/ \ 2z 2 n
zcs (27)
The event that at least one structuring element is not a subset of the observa
tion set is equivalent to the union of structuring elements not fitting in Kz:
((iVzC* ) U{{B2\(LKz ) = ((B1US2}2C*2 ) (28)
Substituting into Eq. (27), we obtain
P0IB1,B2)=P (Bi)z(LKz ) n ( zS + P (B) Q.K2 2 2 ) n(zts)
- P (B1 VB2)2dKz ] n ( ztS (29)
and finally, by recognizing the form ofEq. (21),
P0[B1,B2]=p0[B1]+p0fB2]-p0[B1UB2]. (30)
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From Eq. (30) we see that knowing the probability of type-0 estimation error,
individually, of any two structuring elements and their union, we may simply
calculate the probability of type-0 error when the two elements are used as a
morphological filter basis.
Probability of type-1 error can be calculated similarly:
P1[B1,B2]=P
(S' BJiz) V (S'QBJiz) = 1 ) D ( S(z) = 0
= P )(BJ CK u (B) CK1 2 2/ \ 2 2 2 n zts (31)
Apply P[C U D] = PVC] + P[D) - P[C n D], where C= [(Bi)z C X2] n [z S]
and D = [(B2)z C Kz] n [z f? S]:
P^^.^l = p
- P
)n(.(Bi)zCJf ) n ( zS + p
(B ) ck n (BJ c ii:
1 2 2 / V 2 Z 2
(Bj ex n [ zS2 z z
n zts (32)
The event where both structuring elements are subsets of the observation set
is equivalent to the union of the structuring elements being a subset ofKz:
{(B1)zcKz) n((B2KK ) = (UVJ*AC*. ) (33)
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Substituting into Eq. (32), we obtain an expression that can be written in the
same form as Eq. (30):
P1[Bi,B2]=pi[Bi] +P1lB2]-pi[BiUB2]. (34)
Mean-absolute error of the 2-erosion filter is the sum of the two mutually
exclusive error probabilities:
MAE{BVB2)= P0fBi;B2] + p^B^BJ
= *<W + P0^-VBiUB2l + VBi] +P1[B2]-p1[B1UB2], (35)
which itself is a sum ofmean-absolute errors,
MAE(BVB2)= MAEiBJ + MAEiBJ-MAEiB^BJ.
The key result of this probabilistic analysis is that the MAE of a 2-erosion fil
ter is equal to a linear combination of the MAEs of the individual structuring
elements and their union. We found a similar result with the individual error
probabilities [Eqs. (30) and (34)]. Equation (36) leads us to a minimum MAE
filter basis search strategy. Knowing the MAE values for individual structur
ing elements, which may have been chosen for, say, their filter properties, and
knowing the MAE for corresponding unions, one may calculate all 2-erosion
MAE values and the optimal erosion basis is the pair thatminimizes Eq. (36).
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It is alsoworth interpreting Eq. (36) from a morphological filtering perspec
tive. Equation (36), in essence, counts estimation errors incurred upon filter
ing with a 2-erosion filter. The terms MAE(B\) andMAE{B} count the errors
incurred upon eroding individually with B\ and B2, respectively. When over
all estimation error (MAE(B\, B2)) is written in terms of individual errors, a
subtraction of the mean-absolute error of the structuring-element union
(MAE{B\ U B2)) must be performed so that errors are not counted twice.
To provide a key intermediate step to the understanding and derivation of
the general ^-erosion mean-absolute error theorem, we end the 2-erosion ana
lysis by stating the MAE in terms of the symmetric difference. We employ
DeMorgan's Law to show that Eqs. (26) and (31) contain the complementary
events
(B) CK n (B) CK
1 z z I \ 2 z z
(B) CK u (B) CK
1 2 Z I \ 2z 2 (37)
Using this relationship and combining Eqs. (24), and (26), we can express 2-
erosion mean-absolute error as the probability of the symmetric difference of
events:
MAE(B ,B >= P
1 2
(B ) C K U (B ) C K
1 2 z I V 2 2
a[z es] (38)
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We now turn to the general binary case, stating the morphological filter
MAE theorem. The theorem states that the MAE of a morphological filter can
be expressed as a linear combination of the MAEs of its individual basis ele
ments and their unions. A proof is given inAppendix 1.
Theorem 1 - BinaryMorphological Filter MAE Theorem: An n-erosion
binary morphological filter Y possessing basis Bas^] = {B\, B2, . . , Bn} will
provide a point estimate with mean-absolute error given by
n
MAE(W) = 53
(-l)j+1 Yl MAE^\=i Bt >
/=1 l<i,<i0<...<i.sn kJ 1 2 j
Besides providing insight into MAE incurred upon morphological filter
ing, the binary morphological filter MAE theorem provides a mechanism for
searching for an optimal filter basis. For computer search efficiency, it is de
sirable to rewrite an expression for MAE in recursive form. Corollary 1 is a re
cursive form of the rc-erosion MAE theorem can best be understood in terms of
a single-erosion filter Bn and two (71- l)-erosion filters,Y-i andOn-l-
Corollary 1 - Recursive Form of the Binary Morphological Filter MAE
Theorem: An n-erosion binary morphological filter W possessing basis
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Bas[W] - {Bi, B2, . . . , Bn} will provide a point estimate with mean-absolute
error given by
MAE{W ) = MAE(W ) + MAE(B ) - MAE(<f> )n n-l n x n-Y
whre
Bas[^_i]={Pi,P2)...>Bn_i}(
Bas[Vn] =Bas[Wn_1]U{Bn}= {By,B2, . . . ,BJ ,
Bas[3> 1={BUB,BUB,...,B UB}.
n 1 1 n 2 n n 1 n
Proof: TheMA" theorem may be written
MAE(W ) = MAE(B ,B,...,B > + MA(B )
n 12 71 1 n
i-l
+ V (-1/ V MAE(U{ , B. U B ) . (39)^ ' z ' * 1 1 n
7 = 1 l<i: <i <...<.. Sn-1 *12 ^
where we see that the first term is theMAE for an (n l)-erosion filterwith ba
sis Bast^H-].], the second term corresponds to the single erosion filter Bn, and
the summation of the third term is of the same form as the MAE theorem for
the filter $_i.
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To more clearly see the form of the binary morphological filter MAE theo
rem and its recursive formulation, we write the expressions in expanded form
for a specific basis size. TheMAE of a 3-erosion filter is given by
MAE (B , B BJ = MAE (B, > + MAE (B) + MAE (B )A ^ o 1 2 3
- MAE(B, U B) - MAE(B U B ) - MAE{B U B )12 1 3 2 3
+ MAE(B UB UB ) ,x
1 2
3' '
or, in recursive form,
MAE(W) = MAE(B,,B0) + MAE(B0) -MAE(B,l)B0, BUB,) .
o 1 Z o 1 o 1 o
(40)
(41)
Single-erosion-filterMAE for structuring elements B\, B2, 3 and their unions
may be obtained through image models and image degradation models. MAE
of the corresponding 3-erosion filter may be calculated through the linear oper
ations indicated in the MAE theorem. An optimal 3-erosion filter may be de
signed by examining libraries (Section 2.4.2) of structuring-element candi
dates, where, knowing single-erosion statistics, all 3-tuples, are evaluated by
the theorem, and the combination yielding minimumMAE is optimal. In gen
eral, the binary morphological filter MAE theorem may be employed over a
range of basis size, to an allowed limit n, thereby providing the n-optimal fil
ter. For computer search algorithms that evaluate successively larger bases
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(greater number of structuring elements) to approach a filterwith suitable low
MAE, the recursive form of theMAE theorem should be employed.
To see the manner in which the recursion formula can be employed in
filter optimization, suppose we wish to optimize by selecting bases from some
structuring-element collection B = {Bi, B2,..., Bq}. For p = 1, 2,..., q, let Bp
denote the closure ofB under unions ofp elements within B. Then Bi = B, B2
= [Bh U Bi2}, B3 = {Bh U Bi2 U Bi3},..., and Bi C B2 C . . . C Bq. Suppose we
know the MAE for each structuring element in Bq. We can proceed in the
following recursive manner. For any 2-erosion filter ^2 with Basf1!^] = {Biv
MAE (W> = MAE (B . )+ MAE(B. )-MAE(B. UB. ).2 li l2 '1 l2 (42)
Now suppose W3 is a 3-erosion filter with Bas[TP3] = {Biv Biv B^. MAE(Ws)
can be obtained via Eq. (41),with are the terms coming from the previous stage
of the iteration. We can continue recursively.
Note that the generality of the MAE theorem does allow for evaluation of
redundant structuring-element combinations, but reduces to nonredundant
forms. For example, consider the structuring elements B\, B2, and B3 as a
potential basis, where Bi and B2 are redundant (B\ C B2). By examining Eq.
(41) we see thatMAE(B\, B2, B3) = MAE(Bi, Bz).
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2.4. ConstrainedApproach toMorphological FilterDesign
Rather than select the optimal filter W over an AT-pixel window W, we
may wish to constrain W by requiring that some extra properties be satisfied.
We might wish to impose some algebraic constraints on W. For instance, we
might desire thatW be antiextensive or idempotent, or perhaps both, so that it
is a x-opening. Each constraint translates into some constraint on the filter
basis, and conversely. In the case of antiextensivity, the requirement is that
each basis element must contain the origin. When applying algebraic
constraints we gain some desirable filter property in exchange for a possible
increase in MAE, because requiring the filter to possess certain properties is
tantamount to restricting the set of possible filter bases to some subcollection
of all potential filter bases. This type of algebraic constraint was discussed at
length in Dougherty (1992a) with respect to binary x-openings and in
Dougherty (1992b) with respect to gray-scale linear operators.
Our concern in the present paper is design tractability, and to that end
we are concerned mainly with three constraint paradigms, each of which
involves more efficient filter design in return for suboptimality (an increase in
MAE). While we will analyze each of the three individually, tractable design
may very well involve using all three constraints in conjunction.
First, we might wish to constrain the number of basis elements to some
prefixed limit m to obtain the optimal m-erosion filter. For instance, if m = 1,
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we obtain the optimal single-erosion filter. By fixing a limit m we do not
require that there be exactly m erosions in the filter, only that the number be
bounded by m. This convention is crucial because if B and E are two
structuring-element classes such that B C E, then ^b^^e. Thus, forcing too
large a basis can cause overestimation: there will be too many erosions in the
Matheron expansion. We call this type of constraint size constraint. The
impact ofbasis-size constraint on the goodness ofmorphological estimators has
been examined by Dougherty and Loce (1992, 1993b).
Rather than fix the maximum number ofbasis elements at the outset, we
often choose to dynamically limit the number by plotting MAE against the
number of structuring elements. When this size-MAE curve begins to flatten,
we recognize that it is highly unlikely that larger bases will have a significant
effect. We could, of course, wait for a definitive increase in the size-MAE
curve; however, computation time increases combinatorically with increasing
basis size and therefore it is pragmatic to choose some heuristic decision
mechanism to judge when the basis is sufficiently large to preclude further
significant reduction inMAE.
A second constraint arising from our desire to reduce computation in
filter design involves observation restriction. Rather than consider all possible
structuring elements in a window W, we might restrict our attention to
structuring elements in some subwindow W in W. Strictly speaking,
optimization relative to W without constraint on the basis is actually
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unconstrained optimization over W; however, assuming that we would
actually like to optimize over W, we can view restriction to W as a constraint
that will allow us only to consider a subclass of all W-bases, thereby likely
yielding a filter with increased MAE. In effect, this type of constraint is a
special case of the general constraint problem in which basis restriction is
relative to window geometry. We term it window constraint.
A third type of constraint is library constraint. Here, rather than
optimize over all possible structuring elements, we restrict ourselves to some
predetermined subset, or subsets, of structuring elements in the window.
Specifically, we might postulate m collections of structuring elements, Li, L2, .
. . , Lm, each of which is suited for accomplishing a certain type of filtering
task. Letting L = U Li, we constrain our basis selection process to L, or
perhaps to some subfamily L;p L;2, . . . , L;r. The manner in which such a
restriction is developed is key to the goodness of the filter, where (as in
common statistical usage) goodness refers to the accuracy and precision of
estimation.
We now proceed to investigate the latter two kinds of constraint in detail.
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2.4.1. Window Constraint
Suppose we wish to reduce the computational burden by only employing
structuring elements in a subwindow W of the window W. Heuristically, we
will delete pixels that we believe to form structuring elements that do not play
a major role in reducing MAE. If our assumptions are reasonable, we will
obtain a suboptimal filter that is only marginally less efficient than the
optimal filter over W. For instance, we might desire a 5 X 5 square window;
however, such a window possesses 225 = 33,554,432 structuring elements, and
therefore there are 33,554,432!/m!(33,554,432 m)\ m-element structuring
element combinations. Of course, a multitude of these are redundant due to
basis minimality; nevertheless, even ifwe limit ourselves to small m, a search
through all possible structuring-element combinations is still computationally
burdensome. Rather than use the 5X5 window, we can greatly decrease the
search space by eliminating 8 pixels to form the subwindow W shown in Fig. 1.
The cost is a constraint that impinges ultimately on filter properties, as well as
uponMAE.
Window constraint can, in general, be formulated in terms of the Matheron
representation, Eq. (12). Suppose W is a filter with Bas[^] over window W,
which means that all basis elements lie in W. If W is a subwindow of W, the
window-constrained filter is given by
w'(S) = u {s (B n w'y. b e Baspn} , (43)
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. a) Unconstrained 5x5WindowW, b) Constrained 5x5WindowW.
where the convention is adopted thatBfl W is deleted from the expansion if it
is null. If it happens that B n W *0 for all B in Bas[W], then, since BDW'C
B, each image in the constrained expansion is a superset of the original image,
so that W(S) D ^(S). Here one must be prudent: if the constraint eliminates
some of the basis elements altogether, then there are fewer images forming the
union and the constrained filter might not dominate the original filter.
Moreover, note that Bas[*F1 need not equal {B D W: B Z Bas[W]}, since
intersection with W might create redundancy; however, Basf^H can be
derived by simply eliminating redundancy. Note that we have published
additional material on window constraint, in particular, on window-
constrained openings [(see Loce and Dougherty (1992b)].
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2.4.2 Library-Optimal Filters
A key method of achieving design tractability over a given window W is to
limit the set of potential basis elements: rather than optimize over all
nonredundant collections of structuring elements within W, we preselect a
library L from which to form bases, and we say that the optimal filter from
among those whose bases are formed from L is ~L-optimal. Library
optimization constraint is characterized by the limitations ofL. In selecting L,
two conditions must be met: (1) bases formed from L must produce a class of
filters that provides good suboptimality over the image range of interest, and
(2) the size of L must be sufficiently small to yield design tractability. Aside
from these global constraints, there are other properties thatwill prove useful,
and these will become apparent as we proceed.
While one might approach the construction of a library in a number of
ways, here we will describe two methods. One will be based upon knowledge of
important filter bases. Because knowledge of filter behavior will be contained
in the final library, we call it an expert library. We will also discuss a method
of library construction based on first-order statistical properties of structuring
elements. This we call a first-order library.
Concerning properties of libraries constructed by either method or a
combination ofmethods, consider a class of filters,
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G = {yltV2,...,WJ, (44)
with bases Bast^;], i = l,2,...,n. If C is a class of structuring elements
such that C D U Bas[^;], and W is C-optimal, then MAE(W) < MAE(Wt) for
all i, so thatW is better thanWi for all i. In particular, ifwe let L = U Bast1?;],
then the L-optimal filter is better thanWi for all i.
Taking a slightly more general approach, let Gi, G2,..., Gm be collections of
filters, let
Li = U{Bas[Wy]:Wy-6Gi}, (45)
and let L = U L;. If W is L-optimal, we say that it is generated by G = U G;,
and for each i we say the Lj-optimal filterWi is generated by G;. The filter W is
better than Wi, for each i, and each Wi is better than any of the filters
comprising G;. Ifwe let
L(k i2 ...ir) = Lfl UL^U ... u L,v (46)
Milh -Js > = L/, u L,-2 u ... u LJs, (47)
where {i, i2, . . . , ir} C {/^ j2, . . . J8}. then the LO'i/2 js>-optimal filter is
better than the L(iii2 . . . ir>-optimal filter. In particular, the L-optimal filter is
better than the Mhi2 .ir)-optimal filter, or, in words, the library-optimal
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filter is better than any sublibrary-optimal filter. Generally, if W is any filter
whose basis lies in L<y . . . ), then W is said to be generated by L(y . . . ), or by
G(ij...) = Gt U G/ U . . . . Note that in our notation, L(i) = L; and G(i) = Gt.
Given the preceding methodology, our task is to form an appropriate set of
Gi, or equivalently, an appropriate set of sublibraries L;.
2.4.2.1. A Specific Expert Library
For an expert library, our approach is to select important filter classes G;.
Keep in mind that a particular sublibrary labeling will no longer be general,
but instead will be relative to the specific library that we develop. Throughout
the present study, we will be focusing our attention on a centered 5X5
window, but the actual library will involve the constrained 5X5 window of
Fig. 1. Thus, we will actually be employing two constraint criteria in
conjunction. Henceforth, we will denote the constrained 5X5 window by
W5 and the full centered 3X3 window by W3.
We will now describe the particulars of a specific expert library. To begin
with, there are 9 singleton elements in W3 and 8 in W5 - W3 [Fig. 2(a)]. Each
of these represents a translation: ifB = {z} is a singleton, then S Q B = S - z.
Consequently, if B = {B\, B2, . . . , Bq} is a collection of q singletons, Bi = {zj},
then the filter ^b defined by theMatheron expansion is a dilation,
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*PB(S) = U {S Bt} = U {S - zj = S (- U {Bt}) . (48)
Let Li and L2 denote the singletons in W3 and W5 - W3, respectively. Gi and
G2 denote the collections of translations by pixels in W3 and W5 W3,
respectively. The filters generated by Gi are dilations by structuring elements
in W3, and the filters generated by Gi U G2 are dilations by structuring
elements in W5.
There are four length-two linear openings: vertical, horizontal, and two
diagonal. These comprise G3. Each possesses a basis consisting of two
elements, the two translates of the opening structuring element that contain
the origin. These 8 structuring elements comprise L3 and are depicted in the
first two rows of Fig. 2(b). Since any x-opening formed from the length-two
linear-opening structuring elements is a union of the openings, and therefore a
union of erosions formed from L3, these x-openings are generated by G3. The 4
length-three linear openings comprise G4. Each has a basis with three
elements, and the 12 elements ofL4 are shown in the last four rows ofFig. 2(b).
Taken together, L3 and L4 generate all x-openings with linear structuring
elements of lengths two and three.
In addition to linear openings, we also desire square openings. Letting
G5 consist of the single 2X2 opening, L5 consists of the 4 structuring
elements in Fig. 2(c), these forming the basis for the 2 X 2 opening. A 5 X 5
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observation window can hold the 9 basis elements for the 3 X 3 opening;
however, here we must contend with the constrained window W5.
Consequently, L6 consists of the 9 elements depicted in Fig. 2(d), these
constituting the basis of the window-constrained opening.
An erosion structuring element comprises its own single element basis.
Letting G7 consist of the 4 centered length-three linear erosions, L7 is
composed of the 4 structuring elements shown in the first row of Fig. 2(e).
Each of these is a subset of W3. Ls consists of the 8 length-four, noncentered
linear structuring elements shown in the second and third rows of Fig. 2(e).
L9 consists of the 4 length-five, centered linear structuring elements in the
last row of Fig. 2(e). Gs and G9 are composed of the erosions corresponding
to L8 and L9, respectively. For both Ls and L9, window constraint plays no
role.
As for nonlinear antiextensive erosions, we consider two classes, the
elements of which are to some extent "ball-like." L10 has 3 elements, each
lying in W3, and these are shown in the first row of Fig. 2(f). Ln has 2
elements, each requiring W5. These are shown in the second row ofFig. 2(f).
The next three sublibraries correspond to hole-filling erosions, and are of
particular importance for restoring images degraded by salt noise. We call
them hole-fillers, and their genesis can be seen in the closing kernel, given
in Eq. (11). To analyze these we introduce the following notation: (b-p, . . . ,
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6_i, 6q, b\, . . . , bq) represents the structuring elementwith value 6/ at (i, 0)
in the grid, and having all other pixel values zero.
Consider closing by B = (1 1). There are two translates B - z, z 6 B,
these being given by B and (1 1). The singleton set (1) and the two-point set
(1 0 1) both lie in KerPF], and it is readily seen that any kernel element
must contain one of these. Thus,
Basl^] = {(1), (1 0 1)} , (49)
and, since erosion by the origin is the identity map,
SB = SU[S(1 0 1)]. (50)
In effect, for a horizontal two-point linear element, the closing maintains S
while filling any inactivated pixel with activated pixels both to the left and
to the right. In our terminology, the element (1 0 1) is a hole-filler.
As a second illustration relevant to our study, suppose we consider
closing by a horizontal linear three-point element B. This closing fills
inactivated pixels lying horizontally between two activated pixels and fills
horizontal pixel pairs lying horizontally between activated pixels. There
are three translates B - z, z 6 B: (1 1 1), (1 1 1), and (1 1 1). The
following nonredundant elements lie in the kernel: (1), (1 0 1),(1 0 0 1), (1
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0 0 1). Moreover, every element in the kernel must contain at least one of
them, so that they form the basis for closing by B. Thus, S B operates by
unioning the results of three hole-fillers and the input image S. Note that (1
0 1) fills single-pixel holes, and, working in conjunction, (10 0 1) and (1 0
0 1) fill horizontal two-pixel holes.
Turning to the hole-filler sublibraries, the elements in the first row of
Fig. 2(g) comprise L12. Each requires only W3 as an observation window.
The elements in the second, third and fourth rows of Fig. 2(g) comprise L13.
They require W5, and are not affected by the window constraint. The power
of the hole-fillers can be seen in the following example. Suppose an image
contains a 2 X 2 square hole, whose external boundary is contained in the
image. The hole will be filled by eroding by the second and fourth elements
of the first row; that is, by using only hole-fillers requiring W3 as an
observation window.
Whereas inclusion of the elements in the second two rows of Fig. 2(g) is
explained by the closing illustrations discussed previously, the elements of
the last row are not so explained. While (1 0 0 1) and (1 0 0 1) will work in
conjunction to fill two-pixel horizontal holes, (10 0 01) cannot, by itself, fill a
three-pixel horizontal hole. Nevertheless, it can be of use. For instance, if
the image contains a 3 X 3 square hole, whose external boundary is
contained in the image, then the interior boundary of the square hole can be
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filled by the elements in the first three rows of Fig. 2(g), while the center is
filled by any of the four in the last row.
In order to protect against overestimation when filling pixels that have
been removed from the uncorrupted image by the noise process, we include
the hole-fillers in L14, these being depicted in the fifth row ofFig. 2(g). Like
the hole-fillers of L12, these fill single pixels, but the use of four pixels
around the center protects against overfilling. As a case in point, consider
the image S and its noisy salted version T of Fig. 3. Erosion by any
structuring element in L12 will fill all noise holes; however, each will
erroneously fill certain pixels that are properly outside of S. On the
contrary, erosion by an element of L14, the strong-neighbor hole-filler, will
fill all noise holes without any overfilling.
Our final sublibrary concerns the median. Specifically, we let G15 consist
of the 3X3 strong- and weak-neighbor medians, both being useful for
restoring images degraded by certain types of salt-and-pepper noise. As is
discussed by Giardina and Dougherty (1988) and Maragos and Schafer
(1987a), both strong- and weak-neighbor medians possess 10-element bases,
these being depicted in Fig. 2(h) and 2(i), respectively. L15 consists of the 20
elements in the two figures. Note that we have restricted our attention to
strong- and weak-neighbor medians since the full W3 median possesses 126
basis elements. Using W5 would have presented an even worse
computational problem.
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Fig. 3. Ideal Image - S, and Salt Noise Corrupted Image - T, CertainHole-Fillers of the
ExpertLibraryWould Have Overfilled Upon Filtering.
If we have knowledge of the degradation process, then we will use a
subset of sublibraries that applies to the particular degradation. For
instance, if the noise is maximum noise, we would not apply the hole-fillers
of L13 and L14. A particularly important sublibrary collection consists of
only those involving W3. The examples will illustrate use of the
sublibraries. Table 1 lists the sublibraries. Because there is some
redundancy between sublibraries, the total number of structuring elements
in the full library L is less than the sum of the sublibrary counts, although
the difference is not great.
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Sublibrary Description # ofElements
Li 3X3 Singletons 9
L2 5X5-3X3 Singletons 8
L3 Length-2 x-Openings 8
L4 Length-3 x-Openings 12
L5 2X2 Opening 4
L6 Constrained 3X3 Opening 9
L7 Length-3 Erosions 4
L8 Length-4 Erosions 8
L9 Length-5 Erosions 4
Lio Nonlinear 3X3 Erosions 3
Ln Nonlinear 5X5 Erosions 2
L12 1-Pixel Hole-Fillers 4
L13 2,3-Pixel Hole-Fillers 12
L14 Strong- andWeak-Neighbor Hole-Fillers 2
L15 Strong- andWeak-Neighbor Medians 20
Table 1. Elements of a Specific ExpertLibrary
It is important to recognize that our specific full library, and specific
partition into sublibraries, is based upon our view that our suboptimal
filters must perform better than certain recognized filters. In practice, one
may wish (1) to include more sublibraries, (2) employ a different partition, or
(3) condense some of the sublibraries to achieve even greater computational
savings.
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Regarding the first point, it might be desirable to include the element
collection depicted in Fig. 4. Like the elements of L14, these are hole-fillers
that protect against overestimation. The trade-off between larger libraries
(and a hoped-for reduction in MAE) and small libraries (and computational
tractability) is everpresent in our approach. As noted above, our library
choice has been made to accomplish certain ends, and different ends will
require different libraries.
Fig. 4. Hole-Fillers that Prevent Over Filling.
A second choice is partitioning. For instance, one might choose to
partition the hole-fillers into more classes, thereby allowing certain
irrelevant sublibraries to be eliminated from the design procedure. While
this certainly provides more flexibility, it also introduces more complexity
into the optimization procedure. On the other hand, a coarser partition
might include the hole-fillers in a single sublibrary. Here, however, there
would be an immediate cost: the W3 elements would be grouped with the W5
elements.
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Regarding sublibrary condensation, suppose one only wishes to employ
the elements of L13 to help fill 3X3 holes in conjunction with elements of
L12. Then one need only employ a single element from L13 and discard the
rest; of course, some other filling capability would be sacrificed. For
instance, should we only retain the first element of the fourth row of Fig.
2(g), then we would lose some capacity to fill pixels in a 4 X 4 hole.
2.4.2.2. First-OrderLibrary
A library or sublibrary may be constructed based upon statistics of the
individual structuring elements. One key statistic of a structuring element,
relative to forming filter bases, is the MAE incurred by single-erosion filtering
with that element. Limiting a library to structuring elements individually
possessing low MAE is a first-order-statistics approach. Various sublibraries
can be constructed using this method. These first-order sublibraries may be
used in conjunction with one another, or with sublibraries formed by other
methods, such as the expert approach. In designing a first-order library, the
number of elements employed will typically be limited so that the design
procedure is tractable and computationally feasible using the available
computing tools.
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The simplest methodology for obtaining a first-order library is to begin
with a class C of structuring elements (perhaps all possible structuring
elements in the window), find MAE for each single-erosion filter arising from a
structuring element in C, and let the library L be composed of the q
structuring elements possessing least MAE. The L-optimal or m-erosion L-
optimal filter can then be found in the usual manner.
A more general approach is to suppose we have n classes of structuring, Ci,
G2, , Cn, and, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the qi structuring elements possessing least
first-order MAE are chosen to form the sublibrary L;. In fact, the expert- and
first-order-librarymethodologies can be combined by supposing that {Ci, C2,
. , C} is itselfan expert library partition and the first-order statistics are being
used to provide a derived sublibrary collection having fewer structuring
elements.
For instance, suppose we have two classes Ci and C2 of structuring
elements, where no element of Ci, except the identity element (1), which is
assumed to be in Ci, contains the origin, and all the elements ofC2 contain the
origin. Employed alone, Ci will yield filters that fill holes created by min noise
but do not eliminate max noise; on the other hand, filters arising from C2 alone
can eliminate max noise but cannot fill holes. It may happen that both Ci and
C2 provide tractable filter design if used alone. Therefore, in the presence of
either min or max noise alone we choose the appropriate class for filter design.
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However, in the presence of both min and max noise, we may very likely wish
to select some structuring elements from each.
Suppose Ci and C2 contain n\ and 712 elements, respectively. Used alone
(and without considering nonredundancy), Cj yields /ij./mK/ij - m)\
combinations ofm basis elements. Used in conjunction, and supposing we wish
mi elements from Ci and m2 = m m\ elements from C2, there are
V"2!
m \m \{n m )\(n m )!
12 1 12 2
(51)
possible basis-element combinations. Thus, the computational burden
increases dramatically, even though the number of structuring elements
generating the filter remains the same. To reduce the computational burden,
we can apply first-order statistical information to find smaller subclasses Li
and L2 in Ci and C2, respectively, thereby forming the sublibrary partition
{Li, L2}.
Use of first-order libraries has implications on algebraic properties of the
library-optimal filters. The Matheron expansion allows a morphological filter
to be described by the interaction of a set of basis elements. Commonly
employed filters, such as an opening filter, possess bases where each of the
individual structuring elements may or may not contribute greatly to the
reduction of estimation MAE. Basis elements contributing little to the
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estimation accuracy may not be members of the first-order library. Yet each
basis element, regardless of its contribution to the goodness of estimation, is
required for certain algebraic properties, such as idempotence. However, quite
often in estimation applications (e.g., image restoration) these algebraic
properties are not required. This form of basis-element interaction, to obtain
certain algebraic properties, is a constraint on filter design and is not
considered in construction of the first-order library. Consequently, it may not
be possible obtain certain traditional morphological filters (e.g., open, close)
when using a first-order library, but those filters may not be relevant to the
given estimation problem. Note that design of the traditional filters can be
allowed through the expert approach.
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2.5. Examples ofOptimalBinaryMorphological Filtering
To illustrate constrained optimal morphological filter performance we
will examine several image restoration examples involving different image
types and image degradation types. Images in their ideal state, degraded,
and filtered will be shown with the corresponding filter bases and mean-
absolute error.
Example 1 - Rectangular Image Primitives, RaggedMinNoise
Consider an image process and noise process where the image process
consists of rectangles uniformly randomly distributed in the grid, and each
rectangle is Z\ by Z2, Z\ and Z2 being uniformly distributed over {8, 9, 10,
11, 12} and {5, 6, 7}, respectively, and where area coverage is approximately
10%. A 256 X 256 pixel2 realization of the process is depicted in Fig. 5(a).
For the noise process, each component is ragged in shape and consists of one
to four pixels. These are uniformly randomly distributed in the grid, and
together possess approximately 30% area coverage. The corrupted image is
the set subtraction of the noise from the uncorrupted image (min noise). A
realization of the image-noise process is shown in Fig. 5(b) with
MA=0.0310.
Filters have been designed using the expert library and first-order-
library methods. A graph showing MAE vs basis size is given in Fig. 6. We
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see that the curve is leveling off in the region of 6 through 8 basis elements,
and beyond this point there is only small improvement for increasing basis
size. Filtered versions of the noisy image are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) for 8-
erosion filters designed using an expert library and a first-order library,
respectively. Because of their dilation, hole filling (closing) and median
properties, the expert library method employed sublibraries L^ L2, L12,
L13, L14, and Li5; resulting in a restored image with MAE= 0.0101. The
first-order method employed a 60 element min type library, which consisted
of the single-pixel origin element and the 59 structuring elements
possessing lowest MAE and having an unactivated pixel at the origin. It is
termed a "min library" because the elements have a restorative effect in the
presence of min degradation (where the noise process consists of set
subtractions). The first-order library is shown in Fig. 8, where the MAE
increases from left to right and top to bottom. Notice that there is some
grouping of symmetric structuring elements, which is due to the symmetry
of the image primitives and noise components. Given a larger realization
from which to extract the statistics, the grouping would likely have been
more ideal. A restored image with MAE = 0.0079 resulted from the first-
order-library filter. The optimal filter bases for the expert approach and the
first-ordermethod are shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b), respectively.
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Fig. 5. For Example 1: (a) Realization of Image Process, (b) Realization of Image-Noise
Process.
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Fig. 6. For Example 1: MAE vs Basis size.
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Fig. 7. For Example 1: (a) Image Filtered using ExpertMethod, (b) Image Filtered
using First-Order Method.
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Fig. 9. For Example 1: Filter Bases for a) ExpertMethod, b) First-
Order Method.
Example 2 - Rectangular Image Primitives, Salt andPepperNoise
Conventional morphological filtering can often be applied with
reasonable success when either max or min noise alone is present and the
image consists of relatively simple primitives, the appropriate filters being
x-openings and x-closings, respectively. If the noise is mixed, so that pixels
are both adjoined and deleted, alternating sequential filters (iterated
openings and closings) work well if the noise components are small relative
to the image components, and the noise components are not overly dense.
Now consider the image process of the previous example with a uniformly
randomly distributed point noise degradation process consisting of 15% area
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coveragemax noise and then 15%min noise, to yield a salt-and-pepper-like
effect as shown in the 256X256 pixel2 realization of Fig. 10 (MAE =
0.1300). Opening or closing will not have a restorative effect. The expert
library employed was the union of the 15 expert sublibraries described
above, L = Li U L2 U ... U L15. A 2-partition first-order library possessing
80 structuring elements was also employed. The partitioning was such that
71 min elements (as described in the previous example) and 8 max elements
were employed. Max elements have an activated origin pixel and have a
restorative effect when union noise is the degradation process. The number
of elements in the sublibraries were chosen so that the total was sufficiently
small to optimize over in a timelymanner, and 90% and 10% of the elements
were max noise correcting and min noise correcting, respectively, to
correspond to the observed area coverage of these two noise types.
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Fig. 10. For Example 2: Realization of Image-Noise Process.
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A graph showing basis-size vs. MAE is given in Fig. 11, where we see a
flattening curve beyond 6 structuring elements. Employing the expert
library 6-erosion optimal filter, we obtain the restored image shown in Fig.
12. Mean-absolute error has been reduced to 0.0214. The basis elements are
shown in Fig. 13: two 2X2 opening elements (L5), two linear-erosion
elements (L7, Ls), a protected hole-filler (L14), and a median element (L15).
It is highly unlikely that a complex basis, such as shown here, could be
designed by common heuristic guidelines and methods. In comparing the
expert-library method to the first-order method, we note that a very simple
form of first-order library was used here, and a combination of well-chosen
first-order sublibraries may have performed much better. Then again, the
expert library used here is only an example of the expert-type method of
library construction.
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Fig. 11. For Example 2: MAE vs Basis Size.
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Fig. 12. For Example 2: Image Restored using Expert-Library
Method.
Fig. 13. For Example 2: Filter Basis.
In designing a filter, one must consider robustness with respect to
variations in the degradation process. It is desirable for a filter to provide
good estimation over a range of degradation conditions. To illustrate
optimal morphological filter robustness, the noise process shown in Fig. 10
was varied to produce 5%, 10% and 15% area coverage. Optimal filters were
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designed for each noise level. The basis size-MA.E curves, and the 6-erosion
bases are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. We see a similarity among
the bases and might assume that they could perform with similar
restoration efficiency over the variation in noise level. To test this, each
filter was applied to restoring the image at the three noise levels. The
resulting MA.E's and filter efficiencies are shown in Table 2, where we see
that filters designed for given noise levels performed with only <2% loss in
efficiency when applied at other noise levels. Note that we refer to filter
efficiency as the fractional decrease inMAE upon filtering.
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Fig. 14. MAE vs Basis Size for Image-Noise of Example 2,with NoiseArea
Coverage of 5%, 10% and 15%.
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Fig. 15. For Example 2: Optimal 6-Erosion Bases for (a) 5% Noise, (b) 10% Noise,
and (c) 15% Noise.
% Area
Coverage
ofNoise
Unfiltered
MAE
(X10-2)
Filter Optimized
for 5% Noise
Filter Optimized
for 10% Noise
Filter Optimized
for 15% Noise
MAE
(X10-2) Efficiency
MAE
(X10-2) Efficiency
MAE
(X10-2) Efficiency
5% 4.740 0.351 0.926 0.428 0.910 0.426 0.910
10% 9.910 1.231 0.876 1.111 0.888 1.169 0.882
15% 13.00 2.478 0.809 2.219 0.829 2.136 0.836
Table 2. MAE and Filter Efficiency for the Three Optimal 6-Erosion Bases of Fig. 15.
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Example 3 - Restoration ofThinnedDisconnected Text
Consider the text image of Fig. 16(a), which has been digitized at 400 spots
per inch by a Xerox 7650 document scanner. It is roughly 18% area coverage
and has been thresholded to 1 bit per pixel. The image consists of 10 point
modern font characters in a 256 X 256 pixel2 window. It may be considered a
typically good scan for this sampling resolution and font size. Now consider a
common degradation process that can inhibit accurate character recognition
(OCR). Often documents are copied and recopied, where at each stage some
density may be lost. Density loss can result in thinned disconnected characters
that would be unrecognizable to an OCR algorithm. In the present case, this
degradation process has been simulated in a controlled manner so that we may
be able to quantify the restoration ability of the filter. A 3 X 3 erosion has
been first performed to thin the text, then 10% area coverage min noise (image
dropouts) has been applied. The min noise consists of randomly generated
ragged components composed of 1 to 9 pixels that have been uniformly
randomly dispersed throughout the image. A realization of the image
degraded by this process, and havingMAE= 0.1051, is shown in Fig. 16(b).
In designing the filter, a 100 element first-order library has been employed.
The MAE vs basis size curve is shown in Fig. 16(c) and the optimal 8-erosion
basis is given in Fig. 16(d). Note that each of the structuring elements is a
singleton, producing a dilation as the optimal morphological filterwhen placed
into the Matheron representation [dilation structuring element shown in Fig.
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16(e)]. MAE of the restored image has been reduced to 0.0239. In the restored
image [Fig. 16(f)] we see that almost all the disconnect characters have been
connected, which would render them recognizable to an OCR algorithm. As
well as filling in noise holes, the dilation has restored stroke width.
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Fig. 16. For Example 3: a) Ideal Image, b) Degraded Image, c) MAE vs Basis Size, d)
Optimal Basis, e) Optimal Dilation Element, f) Restored Image.
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Example 4 - Restoration ofText withMinNoise
The ideal image of Example 3 [Fig. 16(a)] will be used to examine the
dependence of the optimal filter basis on the image degradation process.
Consider a process where image dropouts have occurred, but the thinning
effect described in the above example is insignificant. Such a degradation
often occurs on characters possessing fine stroke widths of 1 to 2 pixels (In the
present test image, the stroke width is roughly 4 to 5 pixels, but we use it here
for a controlled comparison to the filter basis derived in Example 3).
Degradation has been simulated using the same random noise parameters as
in the above example and has resulted in MAE = 0.0190. A 300-element first-
order library has been employed in the filter design. The degraded image,
MAE vs basis-size curve, optimal 5-erosion basis, and restored image are
shown in Figs. 17(a) - (d), respectively. Because the degradation process is
creation of holes, the optimal 5-erosion basis is composed of the identity
element and hole fillers. MAE has been reduced to 0.0074 and the characters
have been reconnected without joining to other characters.
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Fig. 17. For Example 4: a) Degraded Image, b) MAE vs Basis Size, c) Optimal Basis,
d) Restored Image.
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Example 5 - Restoration ofHandwritten CheckNumerals with ThresholdError
A common binary image restoration problem concerns difficulties in
choosing a thresholdwhen scanning checks. Consider Fig. 18(a), which will we
consider a good scan of the handwritten dollar amount of a check. Digitized at
400 spots per inch within a 390 X 138 pixel2 frame, the numerals possess
roughly 13.5% area coverage. Due to difficulty in choosing the threshold
(which might arise from use of a light blue pen), background noise can greatly
degrade the image and connect the numerals. The same image with a
threshold induced error is shown in Fig. 18(b) (MAE = 0.1453).
An optimal filter has been designed from a 250 element first-order library.
MAE vs basis size, optimal basis elements, and the restored image are shown
in Fig. 18(c, d, e), respectively. In the restored image MAE has been reduced to
0.0167, and background noise that joined numerals has been eliminated.
To graphically demonstrate the MAE theorem, consider Fig. 19(a), which
shows the structuring elements upon whose statistics the optimal filter was
chosen. Equations (40) and (41) are shown graphically in Figs. 19(b) and (c),
respectively, where ti = 3, Basf^] ={Bi, 2, Bz}, Bas[*P2} ={Bi, B2}, and
Bas[<2} ={Bi U Bz, B2 U B3}.
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Fig. 18. For Example 5: a) Ideal Image, b) Degraded Image, c) MAE vs Basis Size,
d) Optimal Basis, e) Restored Image.
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Fig. 19(a). Statistically Relevant Structuring Elements.
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Fig. 19(c). Graphical Depiction of the Recursive MAE Theorem
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Example 6 - Restoration ofHandwrittenAddress with ThresholdError
As another example of threshold induced error, consider the handwritten
address shown in Fig. 20(a). Writing an address in pencil or thin light pen can
cause errors in zip code reading devices. Thresholding the image at a level to
produce contiguous characters often results in a great deal of background
noise. Fig. 20(b) shows a synthetically generated degraded image where
simulated linen fibers have produced lines that connect characters and
produced small ragged structures in the background (MAE = 0.0700). MAE vs
basis size, optimal basis, and restored image are shown in Fig. 20(c) - (e),
respectively. MAE has been reduced to 0.0054 and the characters are no
longer joined, thereby allowing character recognition.
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3. Optimal Gray-ScaleMorphological Filters
This section presents the theory and design methodology of optimal gray
scale morphological filters. Although both the binary and gray-scale algebraic
theories can be unified in the framework of a complete lattice [see Serra
(1988a,b), Heijmans and Ronse (1990) and Heijmans (1991)], some care must
be taken when comparing the binary and gray-scaleMAE theories. The reason
is that, although the binary theory can be algebraically embedded in the gray
scale theory, this embedding views binary images as two-valued with values 0
and , and it treats gray-scale images as possessing gray-range [ , oo],
including both and as possible gray values [see Giardina and Dougherty
(1988)]. Our perspective here treats binary images as two-valued with values
0 and 1, and gray-scale images as finite-valued with a bounded and discrete
range. Thus, the binaryMAE theorem concerns random sets, the values 0 and
1 only serve to represent membership, and MAE reflects the cardinality of a
certain symmetric difference. On the other hand, the gray-scale MAE theorem
concerns finite-valued functions, 0 and 1 are simply two, among perhaps many,
gray values, and MAE reflects a discretized integral norm. To illustrate the
aforementioned points, consider the gray-scale signal X = (0 1 0) and the
gray-scale structuring element B = (1 0 0). The erosion is given by X B =
- 1. This is quite different than if we were to consider X and B to be binary
signals, for then we would have X B = 0, because B (as a set) does not fit
inside ofX (as a set). The upshot of the matter is that the binaryMAE theorem
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is not simply a special case of the gray-scale MAE theorem, although one can
notationally obtain the former from the latter by replacingmaxima by unions.
For optimal gray-scale morphological filters, we parallel the approach
taken in Section 2 for binary filters. We first review gray-scale morphology
[see Haralick, Sternberg and Zhuang (1987), Giardina and Dougherty (1988),
or Dougherty (1992c) for the basics of gray-scale morphology] and the gray
scale optimal estimation paradigm of Dougherty (1990b, 1992b). Next, we
perform a probabilistic analysis that allows us to derive a gray-scale
morphological filtering theorem. It is then shown how the theorem can be
employed in a computer search algorithm to determine the optimal filter (as
before, optimal subject to constraints). The constrained design methodology
that renders the computer search realizable is also described in an example
where we perform gray-scale signal restoration. Lastly, we analyze order-
statistic filterswith respect to the gray-scale morphological filter theorem.
3.1. Review ofGray-ScaleMorphological Filtering
In the gray-scale setting, an image f consists of a domain, D[f\, and a
numerical assignment of gray values fix) for each x in D[f\. Because we are in
the digital setting, D[f] is a subset of the Cartesian grid (integers in the case of
signals) and the gray values lie in the integer range [0, M]. Two primitive
operations underlie the morphological operations. The translate of image /"by
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point x, denoted by T[f, x], is defined by T[f; x](z) = f(z - x). The offset of /"by a
numerical value y is denoted by f + y, and is defined by (f + y)(z) = j\z) + y.
Together, translation and offsetting constitute a morphological translation
1\f; x] + y that moves the graph of the image over (by x) and up (by y) to yield a
congruent graph differently located in space.
Basic to gray-scale morphology is the order relationship <^ between images.
Image /"is said to be beneath image g, written f < g, if (1) D[f\ is a subset of
D[g] and (2) f(x) < g(x) for all x in D[f\. Geometrically, each point of the graph
of f lies beneath some point in the graph of g. In fact, <t could be defined
without reference to domains if we assume all images to be defined
everywhere, and an image possesses a value of minus infinity off its frame.
This latter approach is employed in the rigorous development of gray-scale
theory; however, for applications it is convenient to utilize the domain
approach.
Using these basic concepts, we define the gray-scale erosion of f by
structuring element g (also an image) by
(/0 g)(x) = max{y: T[g; x] + y < /} . (52)
In the digital setting there is only a finite number of points in D[g] and it is
convenient to rewrite Eq. (52) as
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(f0 g)(x) = minflfc) - T[g; x]{z)} . (53)
More generally, W is considered to be a gray-scale morphological filter if it
is a set-to-set mapping that is translation invariant, and (2) it is monotonic in
the sense of <t, the latter condition meaning that f < g implies W(f) < W(g).
The kernel ofW, KertW], is defined to be the collection ofall images g such that
^(gXO) ^ 0. As in the binary case, redundancy in the filter representation can
be eliminated by introducing the notion of a basis. In the gray-scale setting,
BasPF] is a basis for Ker[V] is (1) there does not exist images g and h in
BastY] properly related by <^ and (2) for any h in KerfV], there exists an
image g in Bas[Y] such that g < h [see Giardina and Dougherty (1988) for
details). The Matheron representation for gray-scale morphological filters
takes the form
W(f) = max {ye g : g <E Bas[V]} . (54)
3.2. Review of the Gray-Scale Morphological Optimal Estimation
Paradigm
Analogous to the binary case, it is necessary to interpret gray- scale erosion
in a manner consistent with statistical estimation. Following Dougherty
(1992b), to which we defer for details, consider N gray-scale observation
random variables Fi, F2, . . . , Fn, each having integer values between 0 andM,
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inclusive. Each realization of the random vector F = (Fi, F2, . . . , Frf) is an
integer JV-tuple. A deterministic structuring element g = (gi, g2, . . . , gx), gj
not restricted to [0, M], defines a random-variable erosion by F g. Given we
wish to estimate the random variable Y based upon the observations Fi, F2, . .
., Fn, we consider estimation rules of the form (Fi, F2, . . . , Frf) g. The
optimal MAE single-erosion filter is the one defined by the structuring
element g that minimizes
MAE(g) = E[\ Y-aF1,F2,...,FN)eg)\ ]
= E I Y-mm{FJ-gJ:j=l,2,...,N}\ ] (55)
Finding the optimal single-erosion filter involves finding the structuring
element g that minimizes MAE(g). In distinction to the binary case, this
presents a problem because the search for g is not obviously limited as itwas in
the binary setting. Just because F\, F2, , Fn, Y can only possess values
between 0 and M, this does not imply that the optimal structuring element also
possesses values in [0, M]. Thus, there is a problem of finding a minimal set of
structuring elements over which to search for an optimal element, optimality
not being unique. This minimal set has been termed the fundamental set by
Dougherty (1990b, 1992b) who addresses this problem in great detail. We
defer to the references for additional background on the search space.
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As in the binary setting the Matheron representation serves as a guide to
the construction of optimal morphological filters involving more than a single
erosion: in accordance with Eq. (52), an N-observation gray-scale
morphological filter is defined to be a functional of the form
W) = max {f 9 gj = max {min {/) - giJ}} (56)
* i j
where f = (f\, f2, . . . , /at) and gi = (giti, gif2, ...,#,#) are deterministic gray
scale AT-vectors. The collection {gj is called the kernel of W and, if the
collection {gi} is minimal, it is called the basis and is denoted by BasPP"].
Extension of the optimal filter solution to general gray-scale morphological
filters now involves minimizing
MAE(W) = E[\Y-Wi,F2,..., FN)\] (57)
over all possible choices of TV-observation morphological filters W. Whereas in
the binary case this search for an optimal basis is combinatorically constrained
by the number of binary iV-tuples, in the gray-scale case there is no ipso facto
extension of this constraint. Once again the fundamental set provides the
desired constraint. According to the theory of Dougherty (1992b), for any n-
erosion filter W, there exists an n '-erosion filter
W~
such that n < n, the
structuring elements composing
W~ lie in the fundamental set, and MAE(W~)
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< MAE(W). Consequently, we need only consider bases chosen from the
fundamental set.
There is a not-so-obvious point that must be kept in mind when computing
MAE: the gray ranges of the observation signal F and the signal Y to be
estimated are both [0, M\; however, the range of the estimator W() is not [0,
M]. It is determined by the input range [0, M] and the range of the structuring
elements composing the fundamental set. Thus, the range of the estimator is
[ M, 2M]. Given sample observations F\, F2, , Fn, the estimate satisfies
the inequality M < W(F\, F2, . . . , Fn) < 2M. If the estimate gray range is to
be constrained to [0, M], then it must be truncated; however, the MAE
computation theory does not treat this truncation.
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3.3. Gray-ScaleMorphological Filter Theorem
The present section analyzes the mean-absolute estimation error incurred
upon gray-scale morphological filtering and proves the gray-scale
morphological filter MAE theorem and its recursive corollary. In effect, the
theorem states that the MAE of a morphological filter can be expressed as a
linear combination of the MAEs of its individual basis elements and their
maxima.
Erosion at a point z operates on the ./V-observationrandom vector
F'
= (Fi,
F2, , Fn'), taken about z, with the deterministic structuring-element vector
g = (gl, k?2 . SN)- We assume stationarity and denote the random ideal
image value F(z), simply by F, thus suppressing the z dependence. In vector
form, theMAE of single erosion estimationmay be written
MA(g) = E | F -(F'Gg)| (58)
Assuming integer-valued images bounded in the range [0, M], we may employ
the definition of expected value, and write MAE as a sum of possible
estimation error magnitudes, each weighted by the respective probability of
occurrence of that error:
MAE{g) = Yl \w1-w
w [0,M], w l-M,2M)
1 &
2'
P F = w1 and (F'9g) =u>. (59)
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Similar expressions may be written for estimation by an n-erosion
morphological filterW, which possesses basis BasPF] = {glt g2, . . . , gn}:
MAE(W) = E I F -v"=1(F'6g.)|
J2 \ wi-w2\ P F =Wl and v"=1(F'9g.)=
u;1[0,M], w2i[-M,2M]
U>r (60)
The MAE of single-erosion and n-erosion estimation may be related through
the Gray-Scale Morphological Filter MAE Theorem.
Theorem 2 - Gray-Scale Morphological Filter MAE Theorem: An n-
erosion gray-scale morphological filter W possessing basis Bas[W] = {gi, g2, . .
, gn} will provide a point estimate withmean-absolute error given by
MAEQV) = J^ (-1)
J+1
MAE(Vik=1gi >
l<i <i <.. .<i .<n
I Z j
Proof: For single-erosion estimation by structuring element g, the MAE is
given by the definition in Eq. (58). This expression may be written in terms of
max and min operators,
MAE(g) = E\ (F V (F'0 g) ) -(FA (F'G g))
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= [F V (F'Gg)] - E[F A (F'Og)] (61)
For an .n-erosion morphological filterW, theMAE of estimation is given by Eq.
(60). Employing Lemma A2.2 from the appendix, we expand Eq. (60) as a sum
and by linearity, move the expected value within the sum
MAE(W) = E I F - v?=1(F'9g.)|
7 = 1
A+i
l<i,<i<...<i.<n
1 2 j
Fv\rtk=lweg. ) -E FA[ A-jfe=i(F'0g[ )
Next we employ the relationship
(62)
A>i (F'Gg.) = (F'9\/. . g) ,
i=i i .=1 i (63)
which, upon substitution into Eq. (62) yields
MAE(W)
=
D-1>/ E
7=1 li1<i2<...<i n
FV (F'evl ,gv )*=ri, FA( (F'evJ,=1gt )
(64)
Substitution ofEq. (61) into the summand ofEq. (64) proves the theorem.
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The gray-scale theorem is identical in form to the binary theorem, where,
in the present case, the structuring elements are gray-scale and the union is
replaced by a max operation. The gray-scale theorem also has recursive form
that, for reasons of computational efficiency, is well suited to filter design ap
plications
Corollary 2 - Recursive form of the Gray-Scale Morphological Filter
MAE Theorem: An n-erosion gray-scale morphological filter W possessing
basis Bas[Y] = {gi, g2, . . . , gn} will provide a point estimate with mean-
absolute error given by
MAE(W ) = MAE{yn_l g > + MAE(g )
n [ 1 j n
n-1
+ <-!)' MAE(V>k=1gi Vgn>
; = 1 l<i, <i<...<i.-Sn-lJ 1 2 j
= MAE(^ > + MAE(g ) - MAE(<P >
nl n
n~ 1
where
BasPF^l ={g1,g2,...,gn_1},
Bas[Vn] =Bas[VB_1]U{gB}= {g1,g2 gj ,
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and
Bas[<D ] ={g vg ,g9Vg ...g .Vg}.
n 1 1 n 2. n ra 1 n
The proof of the corollary is immediate based upon the probability addition
theorem and the proof of the recursive expression for MAE of a binary morpho
logical filter. To more clearly see the form of the MAE theorem refer to Eqs.
(40) and (41) of the binary case, which are the expanded forms of the theorem
for a specific basis size (3 structuring elements).
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3.4. Application of Gray-Scale Optimal Morphological Filters to
Signal Restoration
Gray-scale morphological restoration according to the general paradigm of
Dougherty (1992b) is particularly difficult because, even though the
fundamental set provides a tight restriction on the search space, it is still
extremely large, thereby making filter design computationally burdensome.
Nevertheless, the morphological filter MAE theorem can be applied to gray
scale restoration, and to illustrate the manner in which this is done we
consider some examples ofdigital signal restoration.
The signals we employ will be corrupted by additive uniform white noise.
Before proceeding with filter design we need to define a library. To keep
computation within the bounds of our workstation (Sun SPARC 2), we will
only employ a three-point centered window. Naturally this will severely limit
restoration, but our intent of illustrating the restoration methodology will be
fulfilled. Restoration will be performed for corrupted constant and square-
wave signals. These signal types were chosen to show restoration where edge
information is nonexistent and where it is relatively important.
Library construction is based on choosing from among basis elements of
well-known restorers of signals degraded by white noise: order statistics and
convolutions (moving averages). For a three-point window, there are three
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order-statistic filters: maximum, median, and minimum. These have the
following bases:
maximum: {(0, *, *), (*, 0, *), (*, *, 0)}
median: {(0, 0, *), (0, *, 0), (*, 0, 0)}
minimum: {(0, 0, 0)}
We also consider two convolution kernels: K\ = (1, 1, 1) and K2 = (1, 2, 1).
To apply the filter-design procedure, we need to place into the library the
structuring elements that produce convolutions by Ki and K2. Selection of
filter bases for convolutions is discussed by Maragos and Schafer (1987a) and
by Giardina and Dougherty (1988). Number-theoretic description of digital
moving-average bases and the relation of shape to convolution weights is
extensively examined by Dougherty and Kraus (1990a,b,c,d, 1991), who
describe convolution bases in terms of the characteristics ofcertain signals, the
assumption being made that when the sum defining the moving average is not
an integer, the sum is rounded up to force the restored signal to be digital.
Briefly, consider an iV-pointmoving-averagewith positive weights a\, 02,..., a/y
summing to one, and write each weight as ay = Cjl (d + 1), where d and Cj are
integers and d + 1 is a least common denominator. As shown by Dougherty
and Kraus (1991), if m is the minimal value of the Cj, k is a point for which c&
= m, and f\j) is arbitrarily chosen forj * k, then the fcth value of a basis signal
with the chosen f\j) values is determined by
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f{k) =
m
' 2-. Cj flj) d + m 1 (65)
where the equality sign means to take the given value if it is an integer and
otherwise to take the integer below the given value. Because we do notwish to
introduce extraneous complexity into the present example, we have chosen two
kernels, each ofwhich has at least one 1 for a weight, and this type of kernel is
very well-behaved; indeed, according to Eq. (65), if c& = m = 1, then
m = - Cj tw-d . (66)
For our filter library we have chosen two kernels. For K\, c\ = C2 = cz = 1
and d = 2; for K2, c\ = cz= 1, C2 = 2, and d = 3. Thus, for each, we can select
ci and C2 randomly. For K\, cz = -ci - C2 - 2; for K2, cz = -c\ - 2c2
- 3.
Examples of structuring elements in the erosion basis for K\ are (2, 0, -4),
(-3, -1, 2), and (0, 4, -6); examples of basis elements for K2 are (2, 0, -5),
(-3, -1,2), and (0,4, -11).
To construct the filter library from the seven order-statistic structuring
elements together with the K\ and K2 convolution structuring elements, we
need to include all K\ and K2 structuring elements lying in the fundamental
set. To reduce library size further, we take note of properties of convolution
bases. First, very little error is introduced into the actual convolution ifwe do
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not employ any two structuring elements whose values differ by atmost 1, and,
as demonstrated by Dougherty and Kraus (1991), this restriction creates a
large reduction in the number of structuring elements. Second, based on the
nature of the signal and noise, there is (statistically) little loss of performance
if we do not allow convolution structuring elements that have very large
internal variation. In the following examples we restrict variation within a
structuring element to 8 quantization levels. We will find the optimal
morphological filter subject to these constraints, together with those dictated
by the fundamental set.
Example 7 - Restoration ofConstant Signal
Additive uniform white noise, with an amplitude range [ 4, 4], was
applied to a 8192 point constant signal having value 8. MAE of the degraded
signal was 2.2039. An optimal filter was designed from a 56 element expert
library as described above. MAE vs basis size is shown in Fig. 21. For an
optimal 6-erosion filter, theMAEwas reduced to 1.1914, which outperformed a
3-point median filter (MAE = 1.6536) and gave comparable results to the
mean filters (Round to nearest integer - MAE = 1.1769, Round up - MAE =
1.2096). The "round up"mean was included here because is possesses the same
constraint that was applied to the morphological filter in this simple design
exercise. The optimal basis is given below, as well as a demonstration of the
recursive form of theMAE theorem for the 5- and 6-erosion filter:
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# ofStructuringElements inBasis
Fig. 21. For Example 7: MAE vs Basis Size for Constant Signal.
Optimal Basis Basf^e] = {(-4, -2, 4),(-l, -3, 2),(3, -2, -3),(4, -4, -2),(-3, 2, -4),
(-2,0,-1)},
Recursive form ofMAE theorem:
MAE(W ) =MAE(W , ) + MAE( g ) - MAE(<P >,
n n 1 n n I
MAE{W6) = MAE( Y5 > + MAE{ g6 ) - MAE( <D5 ),
where
Bas[VJ = {(-4, -2,4),(-l, -3, 2), (3, -2, -3), (4, -4, -2), (-3, 2, -4)},5
g6 = (-2,0,-1).
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and
Bas[<&5] = {(-2, 0, 4), (-1, 0, 2), (3, 0, -1), (4, 0, -1), (-2, 2, -1)} .
We see that by possessing the appropriate statistics, calculation of filter MAE
reduces to several simple additions.
Example 8 - Restoration ofSquare-Wave Signal
The noise process of Example 7 was applied to a 8192 point square-wave
signal of period 16, minimum value = 4, and maximum value = 12. MAE of
the degraded signal was 2.2382. An optimal filter was designed from the
expert library of the previous example. For an optimal 6-erosion filter, the
MAE was reduced to 1.5863. For this example, where edge and constant
structures are present in the signal, the morphological filter yielded lower
MAE than the mean and median filters: Median - MAE = 1.8336, Mean
(Round to nearest integer) - MAE = 1.5902, Mean (Round up) - MAE -
1.6117. The optimal basis is given below:
Optimal Basis Basing] = {(-2, -4, 4), (0, -2, 0), (2, -3, -1), (-5, 3, -4), (0, 0, -16),
(-16,0,0)}.
The basis possesses four structuring elements from the mean bases, and two
from the median basis.
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3.5. Application of the Gray-Scale MAE Theorem to Order-Statistic
Filters
As stated, theMAE theorem makes no assumptions on the form of the bases
and is therefore applicable to general morphological filters. Should there be
some constraint on filter structure, the theorem may take on a special form.
For instance, we may wish to restrict ourselves to flat morphological filters.
These are defined in two ways: first, a flat morphological filter is sometimes
defined as a gray-scale morphological filter formed as maxima of gray-scale
erosions whose structuring elements are constant on their domains; second,
and more typically, a flat filter is a gray-scale filter formed as a maxima of
gray-scale erosions whose structuring elements are zero on their domains
[these having also been termed stack filters by Wendt, Coyle and Gallagher
(1986)]. For the latter, we can treat the structuring elements as sets,
identifying them with their domains, and the maximum in the summation of
the gray-scaleMAE theorem can be treated as a union.
As an illustration of the kind of reduction that occurs for flat filters, we
demonstrate how the morphological filter MAE theorem can be applied to the
computation ofMAE for order statistics. Ifwe consider AT observations X\, X2,
. . . , Xn, and list them in order as Y\ < Y2 < . . . < Yjv, then the feth order
statistic is Yk- For instance, if AT is odd, then the median is the (N + l)/2 order
statistic. The distributional properties of such statistics have long been studied
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and they have been applied to image filtering for quite some time. Assuming
the observations to be windowed and gray-valued, it is evident that an order-
statistic filter is both translation-invariant and increasing, and so, in the
terminology of the present paper, is a morphological filter. To apply the gray
scale MAE morphological filter theorem, we need to write down the bases of
the order statistic filters. The basis for the .feth order statistic over the domain
{1,2,..., N}, N odd, consists of all gray-scale structuring elements defined on
{1,2, ... ,N} that have value 0 at k of the points and value at the remaining
points [see Maragos and Schafer (1987b) or Giardina and Dougherty (1988)].
Thus, we can view the basis as consisting of structuring elements of the form g
= (gl. g2. . gN) for which gj = 0 at k points and gj is not activated over the
remaining points. The fact that such structuring elements compose a basis is
straightforward: ifW denotes the &th order statistic and /"is any signal in the
kernel ofW, so that W(f) > 0, then f(f) > 0 for at least k points in the defining
order-statistic window when the window is placed at the origin, so that all
kernel elements lie above at least one of the claimed basis elements. It is
immediate that the &th order statistic over N points possesses a basis with
C(N, k) elements. As an example, consider the strong-neighbor median for
gray-scale digital images. It has the basis given in Fig. 22, where the origin of
each mask is at its center and * denotes .
Now let us consider several examples of how the MAE theorem reduces to
an alternative form for order-statistic filters.
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g5 =
(. o. \ / .0* \ / .0. \ / . . . \
0*0 J g2= ( Ow j g3= 00. J g4= I 0*0 J
(* . * \ / * . . \ / * * \ / * * \
ooo j g6= f 00. j g7= I ..0 J g8= I .00 J
g9 =
(* 0 * \ / . . * \
* o . J g10= ( . 00 )
. o . / \ . 0* /
Fig. 22. Basis for Strong-Neighbor Median.
Example 9 - Median Filter for 3-Observation Window
Let OS(k; N) denote the .feth order statistic of the ^/-observation window.
FindMAE( OS(2; 3)).
Basis Elements: (*, 0, 0), (0, *, 0), (0, 0, *)
MA(OS(2;3) > = MAE({*, 0, 0)> + MAE((0, *, 0)> + MAE((0, 0, *))
- MAE((*, 0, 0,)V(0, *. 0)) - MAE((*, 0, 0)V(0, 0, *)) - MAE((0, *, 0)V(0, 0, *)>
+ MAE{{*, 0, 0)v(0, *, 0)v(0, 0, *)>
= MAE((*, 0, 0)) + MAE((0, *, 0)) + MAE((0, 0, *)>
-2 MA<(0, 0, 0)> .
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Example 10- Order Statistics ofa 5-Point Window
Find the MAE for the order statistics of a 5-point observation window.
Let Bj denote the class of structuring elements each possessing exactly i
activated pixels (zeros) within a 5-pixel domain. By substitution into
theMAE theorem we obtain the following:
MAE(0S{1;5}) = ^ MAE(B) - ^ MAE(B) + ^ MAE(B)
B B1 Be B2 Bi B3
- J2 MAE<B) + Yl MAE{B) ,
Be b, se b.4 5
MA(OS(2;5}>= ^ MAE(.B> - 2 MA.E(.B> + 3 MAE(B) - 4 MA(.B> ,
BeB2 BeB3 seB4 BB5
MA<OS(3;5}>= MAE{B) - 3 MAE<B> + 6 MAE(B) ,
BB3 BB4 BB5
MA(OS(4;5}>= MA<B> - 4 MAE(B) ,
BB4 BeB5
MA.E<OS(5;5}> = ^ MAE(5) .
Be Br
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Examining theMAE expressions ofExample 10 closely reveals the follow
ing general expression for all k andN = 5:
N , 3
MAE(OS(k;N)) =
(-1)'-* (l~_\ J ^MAE<B > (67)
i= * Be B.
In fact, we have found Eq. (67) to hold for all k and N tested; however, an in
ductive proof of the relation for arbitrary k and N remains an outstanding
problem.
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4. Optimal ComputationalMorphological Filters
In this section we present the error analysis and consequent optimization
implementation for minimum mean-absolute-error computational
morphological filters. In the classical formulation, the theory of optimal gray
scale morphological filters is quite distinct from the binary optimization
theory. For computational morphological filters the theory is unified:
specifically, the binary theory is simply a special case of the gray-scale theory
with m = 1. Similar to the previous sections, the error analysis performed
here leads to a morphological filter MAE theorem that can be employed in a
computer algorithm to search for an optimal basis. We first give definitions
and briefly review computational morphology to a degree necessary to discuss
morphological filtering in that setting.
Central to the review is the discussion on erosion and on the Matheron
representation of computational morphological filters. The review material is
summarized from Dougherty and Sinha (1992, 1993a,b) to which we refer for
theoretical details. We also review from the same sources the general setting
of estimation for mean-absolute-error computational morphological filters.
After the review we present the error analysis to arrive at a theorem for each
of the binary and gray-scale estimation settings; the binary theorem being a
special case of the gray-scale theorem. Then, the design process and utility of
optimal morphological filters is shown in an image enhancement example.
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4.1. Review ofComputationalMorphology
The range space for computational morphology is
12 m-l I
Gm=\
'' -1} (68)m \ m m m \
where m > 1. The set Gm contains m+ 1 different gray values and possesses
the usual lattice-theoretic operations of less than or equal to (<), minimum
(min), and maximum (max). Computational morphology utilizes the Riemann
zeta function ():
'
1 If x<y
Z(x,y)={ Q 0therwise
The class of all possible gray-scale images will be denoted by Fm. In
particular, Fi denotes the collection of all binary images. We are concerned
with translation-invariant windowed operators of the form W: Fm - Fq with
m, q > 1 and, in general, different.
An element (xv x2, . . ., xjy) of (Gm)N is denoted as the vector x and the order
relation < on the set (Gm)N is defined as x < y, if for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N, xi < yi.
For each vector x (Gm)# the upper set ofx is defined by
U[x] - { z (GJN : x<z} . (70)
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A partial order < is defined on the set of subsets of (Gm)N. For any two subsets
A, BQ (Gm)N, we say the A B if and only if there does not exist two vectors x
6 A and y B such that x*y and x>y. An analogous definition applies for A
> B. An element x 6 (Gm)N is a minimal element ofA C (Gm)^if {x} < A; x is
a maximal element if {x} > A. Note that minimal and maximal elements of a
set are not necessarily unique. Let A+ and
A~ denote the set of maximal and
minimal elements, respectively, of the setA.
The elementary morphological operation of erosion (e) on the set (Gm)N is
defined in the followingmanner. For a fixed structuring element r (Gm)N
,1 IfxU[r]
^H 0 Otherwise = A, =i*> '
Erosion (e) is an increasing operation. A function W is increasing if and only if
U[y] C U[x] implies thatW(x) < Y(y).
IfW: (Gm)N^ (Ga)N, for k = 0, 1, . . . , q we define the set
k
Qk(W) = { x((GJW;TO>- (72)
If ki ^ kz then Qk2W Q ^k,W.
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As shown in Dougherty and Sinha (1992), if W is an increasing binary-
range operator, then
(73)
where Qx (W) is the kernel ofY and Q,
(W)~
is the basis of this kernel.
For the given functionW, and for k = 0, 1, . . . , q, we define
^(X) = Vr6fl4<T)- 'r(x) = V^^. Af=i ar,,*,) . (?4)
[see Dougherty and Sinha (1992, 1993ab)]. The functions Wk may be thought
of as level slices or cuts of the function W that stack to form ^P. The functions
Wk are dependent upon and similar to W. Indeed, when q= 1, we have TF=1P1.
In general, we have the following result. IfW is increasing, then
to = i ^(x) =1 vr6Q4(T). Af=i rifXi) .
v k=l H k=l
where {fi^Y), Q2(Y), . . ., QgW} is the kernel ofW and (Q^f)", Q20P>-, . . .,
Q^O?)-} is the basis of this kernel [see Dougherty and Sinha (1992a,b) for
details]. Note that Eq. (75) is the Matheron representation of an increasing
translation-invariant operator in a computational morphology setting.
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4.2. Review of Statistical Estimation in the Computational
Morphology Setting
We now turn to the application of computational morphological filtering to
statistical estimation. As in the previous sections, consider N gray-scale
observation random variables X\, X2, . . ., Xpj, each having values in Gm. The
optimal mean-absolute-error estimator is the function g(X\, X2, . . ., Xn) that
minimizes the expected value ,
MAE = E\\ Y- g(X1; X2,..., XN) | (76)
Here we require g to be a computationalmorphological filter.
Each realization of the random vector X = (X\, X2, . . ., Xn) is a gray-scale
AT-tuple denoted by x = (x\,x2, . . .,x^). A deterministic structuring element r
= ( rl, r2, , rN> defines an erosion r(x). Given we wish to estimate the
random variable Y based upon the observations x, we consider estimation
rules based upon theMatheron expansion
1 q
"E
Vr<Efi*m-r(x)-
(77)
Design of computational morphological filters is thus reduced to finding the
structuring elements r that compose the sets
Qk(^)'
thatminimize
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MAE(W) = E
1 J-
7--E vp0jkCP)- Af=1a^)
*=i
(78)
In the classical setting, the optimal filter is found by considering all
possible bases and choosing one generating a morphological filter possessing
minimum MAE. For computational morphology the approach is similar,
except each filter corresponds to a basis of q sets:
Bas[W] = { QiW", Q2m~, . . ., Qq(Wy } . (79)
A collection of sets,
fii(W> =(ru,rli2, ...,ri>ni)
fi^)"
= to.i. r2,2, -. r2,n2)
iiq(Wy = (rq,i, r9>2 rg>n ) (80)
forms a basis for an increasing filter W if and only if (1) rk,i is not comparable
to rkj unless i = j, in which case they are identical,
and (2) there does not exist
a pair rk,i and r/j such that l>k and rjj < rjfe,j. The
first requirement insures
basis minimality and the second ensures that the filter is
increasing. Regard-
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ing the second requirement, note that it is possible to have I * k and at the
same time have Q^1?)- and Q^CP)- not be disjoint.
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4.3. Mean-Absolute-Error Theorems forComputationalMorphology
In the present section we present the probabilistic analysis and optimiz
ation theory for minimum mean-absolute-error computational morphological
filters. In the classical formulation, the theory of optimal gray-scale morpho
logical filters is quite distinct from the binary optimization theory. For com
putational morphological filters the theory is unified: specifically, the binary
theory is simply a special case of the gray-scale theory with m = 1. Although
the theory is unified, for pedagogical reasons, we give the analysis in a two
part sequence: binary and then general gray scale. In each case, the analysis
leads to a morphological filter MAE theorem that can be employed in a com
puter algorithm to search for an optimal basis. In effect, the theorems state
that the MAE of a morphological filter can be expressed as a linear combina
tion of the MAEs of its individual basis elements and their maxima. Evalu
ated over a range ofbasis sizes to an allowed limit, an algorithm employing the
theorem can provide the basis that yieldsminimumMAE.
4.3.1. Gray-Scale to BinaryMorphological FilterMAEAnalysis
We first state the gray-scale to binary MAE theorem and its recursive
corollary, which provide an efficient search vehicle for minimum MAE filters.
The proof is given inAppendix 3.
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Theorem 3 - Gray Scale to Binary Morphological FilterMAE Theorem.
An n-erosionmorphological filterW, whereW : (Gm)N-* {0, 1}, possessing basis
BasFF] = BasPFi] = Qi<Yi>" = {n, r2, . . ., rn} will provide a point estimate
withmean-absolute error given by
n
MAEQ) = J2 (-^ MAE{yJp=l rlp ) ,
.7
= 1 lsij <i2 <...<i sn
where r;p = {npA, r;p>2, . . ., nptN}, and the max of r is taken pointwise over the if
vectors:
v,=1 % = { v;=1 v , vp=1 v , . . ., v;=1^ } (81)
For computer search efficiency it is desirable to express an n-erosion filter
Wn as an (n l)-erosion filter. We thus state a recursive form of Theorem 3 as
the following corollary.
Corollary 3 - Recursive form ofGray-Scale to BinaryMorphological Fil
terMAE Theorem: An n-erosion morphological filter W, where W :(Gm)N -*
{0, 1}, possessing basis Bas[Y] = BasPFi] =
Qi^i)"
= {ri, r2, . . ., rn}, will
provide a point estimate withmean-absolute error given by
MAE(W) = MAEiW"'1) + MAE(rn) - MAE{<S>n~l) ,
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where
BasPP-1] ={r1,r2,...,r_1},
BasPP1] =Bas[V-1]U{rn}= {n,r2>...,rB} ,
Basf*"-1] ={n vr,r2vrm... ,r_! vr} .
Proof: Because Theorem 3 is of the form ofTheorems 1 and 2, it is clear thatwe
maywrite it in a similar recursive form:
MAE(W") = MAE(V"-1) + MAE(rn)
+ E ("^ E MAE{\/} r Vr> ,-~i *-~i p-l P fQO'l
j=l l<i1<i2<...<iJ<n-l vO-s;
where the three terms represent three filters: a single-erosion filter rn and two
(n-l)-erosion filters,W"'1 and O"-1.
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4.3.2MAE Analysis forGeneral Gray-Scale Filters
To proceed with the analysis for general gray-scale filters we first state and
prove a lemma related to Theorem 3. Whereas Theorem 3 provided an expres
sion forMAE of the binary filterW, Lemma 2 gives a similar expression forWk,
which is a level-cut of the gray-scale filter W.
Lemma 1 - Gray-Scale to Single-Level Morphological Filter MAE Theo
rem: For W : (Gm)N -* Gq possessing filter Wk for the feth level with basis
BasPFfc] =
Qjfe(W)-
= {rkA, rki2, . . ., rkink}, MAE of estimation of the fcth level
cut at a pixel possessing random value Y is given by
MAEk(Vk) =
(-iy+1 E MAEkWJp=1 rk,ip)
j= l l<Lil<i2<...<iJ<nk
Proof: For single-erosionMAE of the kth layer by r/j,
MA*<r*> = P Cprx) = i)n|
y<- + p (*r4<X) = o) n | Y
a-
= P (*r4) = l) A| Y
>- = P r*<X)A|
Y*-
(83)
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For multiple-erosion filtering, an expression analogous to Eq. (83) may be
written:
MAEk(Wk)=P W*(X)=l]n| Y< - + P wft(X)=o)n| y>-
=p wk(X)=i a y; =p U>-X1)AP; (84)
which, we know from the binary analysis of Section 4.3.1, can be reduced to
Lemma 1.
Based upon the recursive form ofTheorem 3, it is straightforward to write a
recursive form for Lemma 1.
We are now in a position to state the general MAE theorem for gray-scale
filters. To prove the theorem we employ a thresholded decomposition method
that is analogous to that ofLin and Coyle (1990) for MAE analysis of "stack fil
ters."
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Theorem 4 - Gray-Scale Morphological Filter MAE Theorem: For W :
(Gm)N
- Gq possessing filter Wk for the feth level with basis Bast1?] =
{BasPPi], BasPP2], . . . , Bas[Yg]} = {QiOP>-, 2WA , Q^P)"} = {(ri.i,
ri,2, > ri,ni)> (r2,l, r2,2, , r2>B2), . . . , (rg,i, rq,2, . . ., rq,nq)}, MAE of
estimation of random variable Y is given by
MAE(W) =- J (-DJ+1
9 k=ij=i
E ^,(VJp=1rMp)
1 ix < i2 < . . . < ij nk
Proof: Consider the general expression for MAE:
MAE{W) = E Y - W(X) = E (85)
Now consider a thresholded decomposition representation of Y,
l q
y = - E r* -
<? *=i
(86)
where the Yfc are level cuts of Y:
Y* =
1, ifY>fc
0, ifY<fc
(87)
Equation (85) may be rewritten as
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MAE(W) = E -Yk-- V*(X)
9 *=i 9 *=i
= E (y* - v*(X))
k=i
(88)
Because Y& - W\ is either nonnegative for all k or nonpositive for all k, the ab
solute value may be brought into the summation. Thus,
MAE(W) = E -J2 \Yk-Wk(X)\
9 k=i
= - E 41 Yk - v*(X)ll = - E MAEkWk) ,
9 *=l <? *=i
(89)
which, upon substitution ofLemma 1, proves Theorem 4.
Corollary 4 - Recursive form of Gray-Scale Morphological Filter MAE
Theorem: For W : (Gm)N -+ Gq possessing filter Wk for the fcth level with basis
BasfY] = {BastYiJ, Bas[Y2], - - ., Bas[Wg]} = {fiiW", n2(W)-, . . ., Qq(W)-}
= {(ri.i, ri,2, ., ri>ni), (r2,i, r2,2, , r2,n2), -, (rg,i, r9;2, -, rq>nq)}, MAE of
estimation at a pixel possessing random value Yis given by
1 q
MAEQV) = - E MA^aW*-1) + MAEk(rKnk) - MAEk(<S>k"^) .
9 *=i
where
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and
BasPiy*-1] ={rw,rfc>2f...>rM4_1}>
BastV*-*] =Bas[^"*-1]U{rMj= {rM, r*,2> ... , rMJ ,
BastOfc"*-1] ={riiiVri,1,rj,2VrM1-AMriVrW
Proof: Combining the recursive form ofTheorem 3, its extension to the feth lev
el, Lemma 1, and Theorem 4, Corollary 4 follows.
It is the recursive formula ofCorollary 4 that is central to our search meth
odology for optimal computational morphological filters. To more clearly see
the form ofCorollary 4 and the manner in which it can be employed in filter op
timization, consider the following idealized search strategy. Suppose we wish
to optimize by selecting bases from q structuring-element collections {Ri, R2, .
. . , Rq}, where Rk = {rM, rfc>2, , rk,tk}. For s = 1, 2, . . . , tk, let Rk,s denote
the closure of Rk under suprema of s elements within Rk- Then R^i = Rk,
&k,2 = {r*fil V rk,i2}, Rjfe,3 = foUi V n,i2 V n,i3}. . ... and RM C Rk,2 C . . . C
Rk,tk- Suppose we know the MAE for each structuring element in R&. We can
proceed in the following recursive manner. For any 2-erosion-per-level filter
W2with Bas[W2] = {(ri,;n, ri, *12), (r2ji-21, r2,i22), , (rq,iqV rq,iq2)},
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MAE(W) = MAE(rUu) + MAE(rl>h2) - MAE (r^y rUl2)
+ MAE{v2^) + MAE(r2,i22) - MAE (r2,i2l\/ rU22)
+ MAE ( rqtiql ) + MAE <r,,ifl2>
- MAE (r^V rq,lq2 ) . (90)
Now suppose W3 is a 3-erosion-per-level filter with Bast^] = {(ri^n, ri^^,
ri,i13), (r2,i21, r2,;22, r2,23), . . . , (rq>lqV rq,iq2, rq>iq3)}. Then the recursion form of
theMAE theorem gives
MAE(W*) = MAE{rUu,rhh2)+ MAE{rUn) - MAE <ri,illV ri,13, 'i,i12Vri,i13>
+ MA<r2,i21>rlii22>+ MAE(r2tlJ - MA(r2,l21Vr2,,23, r2)l22Vr2,l23>
+ MA<r,iifll , rq,lq2)+ MAE <r,,Ig3>
- MA <r,,iglV r,v r^V r,,^) . (91)
All terms on the right-hand side of the equation can be obtained from the
previous stage of the iteration and therefore can be used on the third stage
(computation ofMAE's for 3-erosion filters). We can continue recursively.
The search procedure that we have just described is somewhat idealized
for pedigogical reasons. A more optimized search would need to take into
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account other considerations, such as utilizing a different number of
structuring elements for each level. The following example will demonstrate
the design procedure for optimal computational morphological filters.
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4.4. Application of the Computational Morphological Filtering Theo
rem to Image Enhancement
Example 11 - Enhancement ofPrinted Text
In this example we use an image enhancement problem from the electronic
printing industry to show the design methodology and effectiveness of compu
tational morphological filters. An optimal computational morphological filter
plays a role as an image processing subsystem in an overall electronic printing
system. The filter performs a partial restoration on the bitmap (1 bit/pixel to 2
bits/pixel) prior to printing. The effect on the overall system output is an
aesthetically enhanced print.
Consider an electronic printing process where a hardcopy document is first
scanned into electronic form using a digital document scanner. For text docu
ments, prior to storage, transmission, or printing of this image, it is typical to
threshold the gray-scale values to yield a 1-bit-per-pixel bit map image. Al
though hardcopy text images are binary in nature (black characters on white
paper), contour information is lost by the processes of spatial sampling and
thresholding; A smooth diagonal line on the original hardcopy will be con
verted to jagged-edged sampled line. The problem is often referred to as
aliasing and the affected lines are called jaggies. Printing this bitmap on (say)
a xerographic laser printer operating at less than or equal to 400 spots per inch
will typically result in a print with text that appears ragged. A current goal of
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research and engineering in the electronic printing industry is to develop de
sign methodologies for filters that would modify binary bit maps in a way that
results in smoother, more aesthetically pleasing hardcopy output upon print
ing. In this example, we employ the computational morphological filter MAE
theorems ofSection 4.3 to design filters for this purpose.
Consider the contour restoration nature of the present problem. Although
the gray-scale and thresholded (binary) digital forms of a scanned document
are at the same spatial resolution, the gray-scale version contains additional
information relative to character contours. This is due to the finite area of the
photosensors used in the digitization process. Several events relative to con
tour digitization may occur: An all-black or all-white region of the document
may be seen by the photosensor, resulting in a black or white reading, respec
tively, for that pixel; a black/white contour may fall within the observation re
gion of the photosensor and a
"gray"
reading will result whose value depends
upon the fraction of black and white areas seen by the sensor. Upon
thresholding, this fractional information is lost. Furthermore, a small amount
of noise in the system due to electronics, paper fibers, optical conditions, etc.,
which could affect the fractional reading in a small way, could have a signifi
cant effect upon a contour obtained by thresholding. To insert probable con
tour information, an optimal filter will be applied to the binary bitmap to yield
an estimate of a partial gray-scale bit map. This partial gray-scale image, say
2 bits/pixel (or, quaternary), can then be sent to a printer or display device
whereupon it will be rendered to have smoother contours than the image that
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results from the binary bit map. [For more information on using multiple bits
per pixel in electronic printing see Walsh, Halpert (1984), Tung (1989),
Elzinga, Crawford (1988), Lama, Feth, Loce (1989)].
We now describe the filter design process for the given problem. The con
strained search approach described here is similar to the methods that have
been used for design of conventional morphological filters. First, we restate
that design is performed via computer search, where the search is performed
over combinations of structuring elements to find a combination that yields
minimum MAE. Single-erosion MAE values are input to the search and their
combinations employed as bases are evaluated rapidly for MAE through the
use of the recursive form of the generalMAE theorem (Corollary 4). Because of
the combinatoric nature of this approach to filter design, the search space can
be prohibitively large. The search space is even larger here than for conven
tional morphological filters because, in the present setting, we must design a
basis for each output level of the filter and these bases must be also be evalu
ated in combination. We thus employ two constraints upon filter design that
render the process tractable: window constraint and basis-size constraint. Be
cause the restoration primarily concerns nontrivial estimation only about the
edges of characters, we are able to utilize a small observation window and
achieve acceptable results. A small window generates far fewer structuring
elements than a large window, and thus we need not employ library con
straint.
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As in the previous examples, the design is based upon statistics obtained
from image realizations. The image realizations and statistics of the present
example were obtained in the following manner. A document image was digi
tized at 400 spots per inch and 8 bits per pixel using a Xerox 7650 scanner.
From this "full-gray-scale" image the two images of the training set were ob
tained by thresholding. In one case, a single threshold was applied (at level
128 in a 0 - 255 range) to obtain a 1-bit-per-pixel image. A 2-bit-per-pixel im
age was obtained by applying three thresholds (20, 140, 250) to the gray-scale
image. Next, for all possible structuring elements generated by a given ob
servation window (5-pixel window shown in Fig. 23), three sets of single-
erosion MAE values were obtained by comparing patterns in the two images.
The sets ofMAE values were for single-erosion filtering to obtain the k = 1, 2,
3 level slices of the 2-bit-per-pixel image and from these sets we searched for
structuring-elements to form optimal QiOF)-, Q2OP)A and QaCP)-, respec
tively. Because the input image is binary (m= l), the structuring elements
must also be binary, and thus 32 (25) structuring elements were examined for
theirMAE in estimating each level.
Fig. 23. For Example 11: 5-Pixel
Window.
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In Figs. 24 we show 256X256 pixel2 sections of the image realizations.
Figure 24(a) shows the binary image obtained by thresholding at level 128.
Because the differences between the level cuts obtained by thresholding at 20,
140, and 250 are subtle, for these levels we show only the pixels that differ
from the level obtained by thresholding at 128. Figure 24(b) shows the image
obtained by thresholding at level 20 minus the image obtained by thresholding
at level 128. The pixels shown here, in union with those of the binary image
compose the ideal k = 1 level of the 2-bit-per-pixel image. Figs. 24(c) and (d)
are images obtained by thresholding at levels 140 and 250, respectively, and
then subtracting the image obtained by thresholding at level 128. The pixels
shown in Figs. 24(c) and 24(d), subtracted from those of the binary image com
pose the ideal k 2 and k = 3 levels, respectively, of the 2-bit-per-pixel image.
We note that because of the monotonicity of thresholding, A20 ^ A128 3 A140
D A250, where Ak denotes the level cut obtained by thresholding the gray-scale
image at level k.
In designing the filter, theMAE vs basis-size curve ofFig. 25 was generated
and we see that a filter limited to four erosions per level can result in an MAE
as low as 0.01238. Note that the basis size plotted in the graph is actually the
maximum number of structuring elements allowed in each QiC^)-, Q2(W)~,
and
fi3<W)" (In general, each Q^~(W) could possess a different number of
structuring elements). The optimal 4-erosion basis is shown in Fig. 26. By ex
amining these structuring elements we may better understand the basis re
quirements that were employed in the search (given in Section 4.2). Concern-
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Fig. 24. For Example 11: (a) Binary Image, Difference Images (b) A2o
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- A140, (d) Ai28 - A250-
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Fig. 25. For Example 11: MAE vs Basis Size.
ing basis minimality, we see that no two structuring elements for a given level
are related by ^> . We may understand Condition 2 by noting that each r^; is
not a subset of any rk-ij- This relationship ensured that the Wk would prop
erly
"stack" to form level cuts ofW.
Now consider the filter output and the effect on image enhancement. To
demonstrate the enhancement we show images in their digital form, and then,
using a simulation of a xerographic laser printer,
showliow they would appear
upon printing. Figures 27(a) and (b) show a 66X40 pixel2 section of a digital
image before and after filtering, respectively. In the figure, white and black in
the binary image represent the 0 and 1, respectively, and white, light gray,
dark gray and black in the quaternary image
represent the k = 0, 1, 2, 3 levels,
respectively. We see that the diagonal lines of the binary image are very
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Fig. 26. For Example 11: Optimal 4-Erosion Basis.
jagged. A key effect of the filtering has been to replace white and black pixels
in jagged areas of the binary image, with light gray and dark gray pixels in the
quaternary image. In other images (not shown here), where noise intrusions
and protrusions appeared on character strokes, the filter has typically
estimated the noise pixels as gray, thereby lessening the effect of the noise.
The final effect of the filter on image enhancement can be seen in the following
simulations.
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Fig. 27. For Example 11: Character Image (a) Before Filtering -Binary, (b) After
Filtering - Quaternary.
In the simulations we employ a model of a flying spot laser scanner
operating at 400 spots per inch [see Marshall (1985)],
and a model of Xerox
1075 xerographic process operating in the discharged-area-development mode
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[developed by Maltz and Szczepanik (1988)]. We also employ the paper/light
scattering model developed by Maltz (1983). The overall system model is
modular with each module representing one subsystem of the xerographic
laser printing process.
A schematic of the model is shown in Fig. 28, where we see several image
transformations. A digital image is converted to a video signal that drives a
diode laser in an output laser scanner, thereby producing a simulated spatial
exposure distribution on a charge photoconductor. At this stage, 0 and 1 in the
binary image result in zero and full output of diode laser, and 00, 01, 10, 11
result in zero, low, medium, and full output of the diode laser for the
quaternary image. The charged photoconductor is discharged by the exposure
distribution, which is simulated by mapping through a photo-induced-
discharge curve. The resulting voltage distribution is passed through a model
of xerographic development, which incorporates a linear system type of
blurring and a nonlinear pointwise mapping to result in a simulated
distribution of toner mass on a photoconductor. A simulation of transfer to
paper is then performed that accounts for the residual toner not transferred,
and the blurring of transferred toner. Fusing is then simulated to result in a
spatial distribution of fused mass on paper. The light scattering model is then
employed to simulate the light exiting and reflecting from the paper. The
system model simulates all the key image transformations from digital image
to, finally, the light exiting the printed page. For more information on
modeling xerographic systems see Neugebauer (1961) orWilliams (1984).
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^ig. 28.For Example 11: Schematic of the Xerographic Laser PrinterModel. A bitmap
is input and a distribution of light exiting paper is output. Intermediate image
distributions are shown on the right.
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The resulting print simulations for the unfiltered and filtered images are
shown in Figs. 29 (a) and (b), respectively. We see that the quaternary bit map
obtained by filtering has resulted in a smoother, more aesthetically pleasing
print. The image of this example shows the reduction of jaggedness through
optimal filtering, while other images, not shown here, have shown a reduction
of the effect of noise.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 29. For Example 11: Print Simulations for (a) Unfiltered and (b) Filtered Image.
J
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5. OptimalHit-or-Miss Filters
In this section we present the theory and design methodology of optimal
hit-or-miss filters. The hit-or-miss operator of Serra (1982) is employed as the
primary building block for a number of morphological procedures. Herein we
focus on its role in MAE optimal binary filtering. Specifically, we consider
filters formed as unions of hit-or-miss operators, and these operators are
chosen so that the resulting filter is equal to, or an approximation of, the
conditional expectation, which is itself the overall optimal MAE filter.
Although the filtering theory discussed here may be employed for general
binary-image estimation, our focus is restoration.
The presentation will parallel the previous sections. First we review the
morphological representation of hit-or-miss filters, then present a statistical
estimation paradigm that describes the filter as the binary conditional
expectation estimator. A probabilistic analysis follows that leads to a theorem
for MAE in the hit-or-miss estimation setting. The design methodology and a
restoration example for general hit-or-miss filter is then given. Note that the
design methodology discussed in this thesis has been extended to various
specific filtering strategies, such as thinning, thickening and iterative filters
[see Loce and Dougherty (1992d) and Dougherty and Loce (1993c)].
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5.1. Review ofHit-or-Miss Filtering
The mechanism for representation of the conditional expectation is the
theorem of Banon and Barrera (1991) that states that every translation-
invariant filter (image-to-image operator) can be expressed as a union of hit-
or-miss operators. Thus, the optimal filter takes the form
mS') = UiS'Q(Ei,F0 (92)
where
S'( F$ = (S'BEj) n (S'c 6 Fi) (93)
is the hit-or-miss operator defined by the (disjoint) pair of structuring elements
Ei and Fi, applied to an observed image S'. (Note that z W(S') if and only if
there exists i such that Et + z C S'and Fi + z C S'c; see Dougherty (1992c) for
an introductory account of the hit-or-miss operator and some of its applications
to digital image processing).
As noted by Dougherty and Haralick (1992b), relative to cellular-logic
operators on binary digital images, the existence of representation (92) is
straightforward because in a logical-variable setting the hit-or-miss operator
plays the role of a product of binary variables and their complements. A union
of hit-or-miss operators is then a logical sum of products. To be specific,
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suppose W is a windowed binary-set operator over the AT-pointwindow Wabout
pixel z, which for the sake of notational convenience we take to be the set {1, 2,
...,N}. Then, for binary signal (*i, x2, . . . , xN) observed about z, the value of
W at z takes the form
ms)[zi =y xp> xp* . . . xPn^ 1 2 N (94)
where pj = 1 if xj appears in the product, pj = - 1 if the negation xf appears in
the product, and pj = 0 if xj does not appear in the product (meaning the
product contains a "don't care"factor relative to xj).
Referring to W, let Et, Fi, and Xi denote the sets of pixels in W possessing
exponents 1, 1, and 0, respectively, in the ith term of expansion (94). The
sets Ei, Fi, and Xi form a partition of W. More importantly, W(S) = U {S
(Ei,Fi)}. It is customary to express a structuring-element pair Bi = (Ei, Fi) by
showing it as an array congruent to Wthat has l's marking Ei, 0's marking Fi,
andXs marking Xi, the latter being the "don't
care"
pixels.
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5.2. Optimal Hit-or-Miss Filters - Morphological Representation of the
Conditional Expectation
Our theoretical ground is analogous to that of Sections 2, 3 and 4, which
characterized optimal increasing, translation-invariant filters in terms of
unions of erosions (Matheron expansion). In the present section we consider
optimal unions of hit-or-miss operators [Dougherty and Loce (1993c)]; in the
next section we discuss MAE representation, which constitutes the
contribution of the thesis. If we utilize a finite window and do not limit the
number of hit-or-miss operators in the union, then the resulting filter is a
morphological representation of the conditional expectation relative to the
observations in the window (or, since we are actually estimating optimality, an
estimate of the conditional expectation); ifwe limit the number of hit-or-miss
operators, then the resulting union is an approximation of the conditional
expectation.
From the perspective of statistically optimal restoration, we are given a
degraded version S' of random image S and the aim is to find a translation-
invariant filter W such that
W(S' ) is a best estimator of S, where estimation
goodness is relative to MAE. Assuming strict-sense stationarity, MAE for
W(S') as an estimator for S (in terms ofS and S'Jis given by
MAE(W) = E[\W(S')[z] - S[z]\] , (95)
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where z is an arbitrary pixel.
If we wish to find the optimal finite-observation translation-invariant
filter, by which we mean the optimal windowed filter, then it must take the
form of Eq. (92), since all translation-invariant filters must take that form.
Equivalently stated, (union-of) hit-or-missMAE optimality for a given window
W is MAE optimality over all W operators. Therefore, as is well-known, the
optimal filter is the conditional expectation and the optimal union of hit-or-
miss transforms is a morphological representation of the conditional
expectation.
Given the random observations S' = (S\, S'2, , S'n) observed about the
pixel z, the optimal estimator for S[z] is given by
W(S')[z] = E[S[z] I S'] . (96)
Because we are concerned with binary images, Eq. (96) must either be rounded
up to 1 or down to 0, depending on whether or not it is greater or less than 0.5.
There are 2N possible realizations of
S'
and each one is associatedwith either a
zero or one in the definition of W(S')[z].
Geometrically, each realization
s'
= (s\, s'2, , s'N) of
S'
corresponds to a
0-1 template (no don't-care pixels) defined over W, or, specifically, each
realization
s'
corresponds to a structuring-element pair B = (E, F), E = s', and
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F = E. If E[S[z] I s' ] > 0.5 and s' corresponds to the pair B = (E, F), then
W(s')[z] = 1 for any realization s' of S' for which s' D W = s'. In terms of the
hit-or-miss representation (92), this effect on realizations is accomplished by
having B be one of the structuring pairs in the expansion, since the
correspondence between s' and B implies (s'(*)B)[z] = 1; if, on the other
hand, E[S[z] I s'] < 0.5, thenW(s')[z] = 0 for any realizations' ofS'for which
s' n W = s', and, relative to representation (92), this is accomplished by not
having B be a structuring pair in the expansion, since there does not exist a
distinct structuring pair D for which (s'Q D)[z] = 1.
In the present approach to filter design, owing to the strict-sense stationary
assumption, the optimal structuring pairs are derived from statistics that are
obtained from realizations of the image and image-noise processes. The noise
process is applied to a realization s of S to produce an image-noise realization
s'. Each 0-1 pair B = (E,F) is moved across s'and each time there is a match at
some pixel z, the value of s[z] is recorded. B is included as a structuring pair in
the definition ofW if and only if the number of l's recorded exceeds the number
of 0's recorded.
The pairs selected actually play the role ofminterms in the canonical
sum-of-
products expansion forming W. As noted by Dougherty and Haralick (1992b),
this canonical expansion can be reduced by any of a number of ordinary logic-
design routines. It is likely that the number of product terms in the reduced
form will be less, and many product terms will contain less than N factors.
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Each resulting product term corresponds to a 0-1-X hit-or-miss template, so
that once again we have an expression of the form given in Eq. (94).
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5.3. Mean-Absolute Error Analysis ofHit-or-Miss Filtering
We now examine the estimation error incurred upon hit-or-miss filtering.
A theorem is stated and proven that expresses MAE for a union of hit-or-miss
transforms in terms of single hit-or-miss MAEs. Hence, only the latter need
be evaluated to determine overall filter estimation error. Theorem 5, given
below, corresponds to the binary morphological filter MAE theorem but, as we
will see, is much simpler owing to mutual exclusivity. Strict-sense
stationarity of the image process and degradation process is assumed
throughout the analysis.
Theorem 5 - Hit-or-Miss Filter MAE Theorem: A hit-or-miss filter
composed of n structuring-element pairs {(E\, F\), (E2, F2), . . . , (En, Fn)} will
provide a point estimate withmean-absolute error given by
n
MAE(W) = {l-n)P[ziS] + MAE(Elt Ft) .
j= l
Proof: We first state the error for the trivial case, where no hit-or-miss
structuring elements are in the filter expansion, then
discuss the correct
estimates and errors for the single hit-or-miss case, and finally arrive at the
general hit-or-miss filtermean-absolute-error theorem.
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Let S and S' respectively denote the uncorrupted and corrupted image, and
let Wz denote the observation window translated by z. MAE for the null filter,
where no hit-or-miss pairs are in the filter expansion, is given by
MAE(W) = P[zS], (9?)
which may be interpreted as the relative area coverage of the image for a
stationary process (Note that z 6 S is the set formulation corresponding to the
function notation S(z) = 1). Because there are not any structuring elements in
the expansion, the filtered image will be null, and the estimation error is given
by the fractional area coverage of l's in the ideal image. When a structuring-
element pair is in the expansion there is a probability of filling in these
missing l's, thereby reducing estimation error, and also a probability of
estimating pixels that are ideally zero as 1, thereby increasing estimation
error. The MAE for a single-hit-or-miss filter with structuring-element pair
(E, F) is thus given by
MAE(E,F) = P[zZS]
(iEzCKz) n (FzCK2c))n(z Sj + P (EzCKz)D(FzCKzc))n[z es , (98)
where Ez denotes E + z andKz Wz D S'. While the first term is associated
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with errors arising from "don't
fit"
situations, the second two terms are due to
"fit"
conditions.
Ifwe assume structuring elements that partition the window as (E, F) (no
don't care pixels), a similar situation occurs in the multiple hit-or-miss filter.
Inclusion of more structuring-element pairs in the expansion results in more
"fits,"
where the fits are mutually exclusive because of the window
partitioning. Exclusivity allows us to sum the probabilities. If ^P is defined by
Eq. (92) then
MAE(W) = P[z S] +
u-p
1 = 1
((,)2c^)n((F()2cK/) )n(z es) +p [({E^cK^ndF^cK^jn^z es) (99)
for an n-hit-or-miss filter. Substituting Eq. (98) into Eq. (100) allows us to
write MAE for the rc-hit-or-miss filter in terms ofMAE for single-hit-or-miss
filters:
MAE(W) = P[zZS] + ( MAE<E>, Fi)~ fl* S] )
i = 1
= (1 -n ) P[z S] +Y. MAE(E,, Ft) . (100)
I = 1
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In Theorem 5, we see that a structuring-element pair (Ei, Ft) lowers the
filter MAE and is included in expansion (92) ifMAE{Eit Fi) < P[z 6 S]. It is
instructive to view single-hit-or-miss MAE in alternate forms. MAE may be
written as the sum of two mutually exclusive error probabilities, where one
error arises from estimating a pixel as having value zero when the ideal value
is one, and the other error is due to estimating the pixel as one when the ideal
value is zero:
MAE(E, F)= P (Ez C Kz) U (Fz <Z K/) n [ z i S
+ P (Ez c kz) n (Fz c kzc) n [z e s
= p (Ez C Kz) n (Fz C Kzc) A U S (101)
In Eq. (101) we see a parallel to binary morphological filtering [Eq. (24)].
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5.4. Application ofOptimal Hit-or-Miss Filters to Text Restoration
Example 12 - Restoration ofText with Edge Minimum Noise
The following example illustrates the structuring-element design
procedure and the potential goodness of restoration achievable with optimal
hit-or-miss filters. Consider the image of Fig. 30(a), which is a 400 spot per
inch, 340 X 240 pixel2 scan of 10 point thin helvetica text, possessing roughly
16% area coverage. It may be considered a good quality scan for this character
type and size. Figure 30(b) shows the same image synthetically degraded by
2% area coverage edge point noise (MAE = 2.072%). Ragged edge noise of this
type typically occurs in scanned documents when the original document is
blurry, whereupon thresholding, the soft edges are strongly affected by small
amounts of noise in the digitization process. Knowing that this form ofnoise is
a common problem, filters can be designed in advance from realizations of
statistically similar image processes, and then applied when the problem is
encountered. The training set of images for the present example consisted of
512 X 512 pixel2 realizations of similar text under ideal and noisy conditions,
from which the conditional expectation for each pattern generated by a 3 X 3
window was estimated.
Figure 30(c) shows a graph of the MAE of estimation versus the number of
structuring-element pairs utilized in the restoration filter. The structuring-
element pairs have been ranked by individual goodness so that the pair
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contributingmost to the overall filter goodness is number 1, and as the number
of pairs is increased, the incremental improvement in MAE diminishes. Note
that employing no pairs in the filter (0 in the graph) yields an image of all
zeros, and thus the MAE equals the area coverage of the ideal image (14% for
the training image employed). Out of the 512 hit-or-miss pairs (Ei, Fi)
generated by the observation window, 344 contribute positively to the
goodness of restoration, and after roughly 200 of the most important pairs very
little improvement in MAE is found. Due to limitations in implementation,
one may constrain the filter to just these
"significant"
pairs and pay only a
small cost in increased MAE. The final stage in filter design is the logic
reduction of the chosen pairs. Employing all 344 pairs in the design yields an
equivalent and reduced filter possessing only 51 pairs partitioned in the
window as (Ei, Fi, X{), where Xi represents a "don't
care"
state. Applying the
filter to the image of 30(b) we obtain the restored image of 30(d), where the
MAE has been reduced to 0.822% and the image is esthetically very similar to
the ideal.
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Fig. 30. For Example 12: a) Ideal Text Image, (b) Image Degraded with Edge Noise
(MAE = 2.072%), (c) MAE vsNumber ofHit-or-Miss Structuring-Element
Pairs (Prior to Logic Reduction), (d) Image Restored using Optimal Filter
(MAE = 0.822%).
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6. Conclusion
The present thesis has derived error representations and developed design
methodologies for optimal mean-absolute-error (MAE) morphological-based
filters. Four related morphological-based filters have been treated. Three are
translation-invariant, monotonically increasing operators, and our analysis is
based on the Matheron (1975) representation. In this class we analyzed
conventional binary, conventional gray-scale, and computational
morphological filters. The fourth filter class examined has been that of binary
translation invariant operators. Our analysis is based on the Banon and
Barrera (1991) representation and hit-or-miss operator of Serra (1982). A
starting point of the thesis was the optimal morphological filter paradigm of
Dougherty (1992a,b), whose analysis describes the optimal filter by a system of
nonlinear inequalities with no known method of solution, and thus reduces
filter design to minimal search strategies. Although the search analysis of
Dougherty is definitive, practical filter design remained elusive because the
search space can be prohibitively large if it not mitigated in some way.
The present thesis extended from Dougherty's starting point in several
ways. Central to the thesis has been the MAE analysis for the various filter
settings, where in each case, a theorem has been derived that expresses overall
filter MAE as a sum of MAE values of individual structuring-element filters
and MAE of combinations of unions (maxima) of those elements. It was shown
how recursive forms of the theorems can be employed in a computer algorithm
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to rapidly evaluate combinations of structuring elements and search for an
optimal filter basis. In addition, the theorems provide insight into the
performance of nonlinear filters. For instance, we have analyzed order-
statistic filters in terms of the gray-scale morphological filterMAE theorem.
Although theMAE theorems provide a rapid means for examining the filter
design space, the combinatoric nature of this space is, in general, too large for a
exhaustive search. Another key contribution of this thesis concerns mitigation
of the search space via design constraints. The resulting constrained filters
are suboptimal, but, if the constraints are imposed in a suitable manner, there
is little loss of filter performance in return for design tractability. Three
constraint approaches developed here are (1) limiting the number of terms in
the filter expansion, (2) constraining the observation window, and (3)
employing structuring-element libraries from which to search for an optimal
basis. Particular attention has been paid to the latter two approaches.
Window constraints eliminate certain pixels from considerations to reduce
search complexity, and library constraints restrict filter bases to prechosen
structuring elements. Two methods of library construction have been
developed: the expert approach involves prior sublibrary formation based on
knowledge of important filter bases; the first-order approach employs single-
erosion statistical information to limit the basis search to likely useful
candidates.
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All constraint methodologies achieve design tractability at the cost of
higher MAE (and hence suboptimality), the key point being to proceed in a
manner that provides efficiency from both perspectives, design time and image
restoration. A side effect of constraint can be a loss of desired algebraic
properties; however, if restoration is the key issue, the loss of desirable
properties may simply have to be accepted. A natural problem that deserves
further investigation, and was only briefly touched upon in the current study,
is the effect of constraint on filter properties.
Another contribution of this thesis has been modeling for the application of
optimal morphological filters to image restoration. Statistical and
deterministic image and image-degradation models for binary and low-level
gray images have been developed that relate to actual problems in the optical
character recognition and electronic printing fields. In the filter design
process, these image and image-noise models are employed to generate
realizations, from which we extract single-erosion and single-hit-or-miss MAE
statistics. These realization-based statistics are utilized in the search for the
optimal combination of structuring elements.
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Appendix 1 - MAE Theorem forConventional BinaryMorphological
Filters
In Appendix 1, we prove the binary morphological filterMAE theorem. The
proof employs the Probability Addition Theorem, which we first state here for
reference.
Probability Addition Theorem: The probability of the union of n events is
given by
u*=i Ek E,
n \ n
E T.p
k=\ j=k+i l
E^nE.
k j
n2 n-\ n
+ E Er
k=l j=k+\ l=j+\
ELDE. r\E.
k j i
+ (-d"+1p nLi Ek
+1 E
1 2 j
nJ E.
k= l i
Binary Morphological Filter MAE Theorem: An n-erosion morphological
filter W possessing basis Bas[*F] = {B\, B2, . . . , Bn} will provide a point esti
mate withmean-absolute error given by
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MAEQ9) = (-lr + 1 Yl MAE{ u{=1 B. )
j=1 is. .<!<...<i.sn lk
12 j
Proof: The probability of type-0 and type-1 errors are given by
P0[Bi,B2,...,Br] = P ( vnk=1 (s- e Bk)(Z) = o) n ( S(z) = 1 )
= p n:=1[(5J2e^])n(zs)
and
(Al.l)
P1[B1,B2,...,B_\= P (v'l=1(S'eBk)(z) = i) n( S(2) = o)
= p u^'=i [(.b^cju ) n [zts (A1.2)
respectively. Analogous to the 2-erosion case, DeMorgan's Law indicates that
the probability of type-0 error and the probability of type-1 error are related by
complementary events:
n"
[(B) CK]
*=1 k z z
U"
[(B) CK]
k= 1 ft 2 2 (A1.3)
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Combining Eqs. (Al.l) and (Al.2) in a manner analogous to the 2-erosion case,
we can write a general expression for the MAE in terms of the symmetric dif
ference:
MAE(B.B....,B )= P
1 z n (uLi [(fiAc*]M26S (A1.4)
The probability of the symmetric difference may bewritten
u;=i c* i * z> = p ui=i ck + P[D] -2P U,= 1 CJHD (A1.5)
where Ck = V(Bk)z C Kz], and D = [z S]. Next, we distribute the intersection
to obtain
U* = i C, I A D = P Ul=i C* + P[D] - 2P
uB c n d
*=i v *
. (A1.6)
Employing the Probability Addition Theorem on the first and third terms of
the right-hand side ofEq. (A1.6) yields
(u;=i c0 a d
P[D] +
Yi(-l)}
1 = 1
+ 1
E
1 < i < i <...<! n
1 2 ;
n;=i c, -2P
nJ I c n d
k=i\ ik
\
(Al.l)
V
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To move P[D] into the summation, use the relationship
D-i)t+1 (;) -i.
*=i v ' (A1.8)
so that
(UA Ct) A D
7 = 1
E
12 j \
n;=i c, +P[]-2P rV c n dk=1\ lk
=
E(-^+1 E
lsi <i <. ..<i .<n
l ^ y
D'1=1 C., A D (A1.9)
Equations (A1.7) - (A1.9) state that the Probability Addition Theorem applies
in a symmetric difference setting. Next, we note the event equivalence
rV.
, [(B. ) ck ] =K= 1 \ Z Z
k
(UJ B ) CKk= l ikZ
(ALIO)
Combining Eqs. (A1.4) and (A1.9) yields
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MAE(W)= ^(-l/ + 1 Yl
7=1 lsi <i <...<i.<n
V L J
(UJk=1 B. ) CKz JA( z<rS (Al.ll)
which, upon application of the definition of single-erosion MAE, proves the
theorem.
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Appendix 2 - Lemmas forAnalysis ofConventional Gray-Scale
Morphological Filters
In Appendix 2, we state and prove two lemmas thatwill be used in the proof
of the Gray-Scale Morphological Filter MAE Theorem and are related to the
SetMeasure Theorem. Lemma A.1 states that the SetMeasure Theorem holds
in a symmetric difference setting. Lemma A.2 states the measure as a differ
ence between numbers of maximum and minimum value within a collection of
numbers. Firstwe state the SetMeasure Theorem.
Set Measure Theorem: The measure of the union of n finite sets, Ak'. k [1,
n], is given by
u;=. \ E-
k=i
n-l n
- EE-
k=ij=k+i
A^nA.
k j
n-2 n-l n
+ E E 5>
k=\ j=k+\ i=j+\
ALPi A. DA.
k j i
3 / H"+ 1
. + (-1) m nLl Ak
=E<-1>
7=1
J+1 E m
ls'i<,2<-<1r"
ni , A
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Lemma A.1: The measure of the symmetric difference of a closed compact set
D and the union of n closed compact sets, Ck: k d [1, n], is given by
(UA Ct) 4 = E-^+1 E m
7= 1 1Sil<'2< <V-n
n;=i C. I A D
Proof: Employing the definition of symmetric difference, the measure of the
symmetric difference ofLemma A.1 may be written as
(UA Ct) A D = m u" r*=1 'a + m[D] -2 m (u:=i c0nD (A2.1)
Next, distribute the intersection to obtain
m ULi ck ) A D = m U C* = l * + m[Z>] - 2m
u" fc n d)*=! v ft y . (A2.2)
Employing the Set Measure Theorem on the first and third terms of the right-
hand side ofEq. (A2.3) yields
m (UA C.) A D
m
7=1
i+1
E m
12 j \
ni=l c, -2, rV ic no*=i| ik (A2.3)
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To move m[D] into the summation, use the relationship ofEq. (A1.8) so that
m (UA c*) *
E-1^ ' E
7 = 1 1 s i <i
<...<('
s ra
12 j \
nl= lC, +m[D]~ 2m
nJ [c n D
/
(A2.4)
Using the definition of symmetric difference, the terms of the summation of
Eq. (A2.4) may be combined to yield Lemma A.1, thereby completing the proof.
Lemma A.2: The absolute difference between the maximum valued number
within a set of finite valued numbers {wx k: k 6 [1, ft]} and another finite num
ber w2 is given by
v*=i Wl,k)
~
w2
B-^+1 E
7=1 1<i, <i0<...<i.n1 2 j
AU\, v^2 AJk= lWl,ik)Aw2
Proof: The absolute difference may be written as a max
- min expression:
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!AA ,*)
-
, = [ (v;., ) (VA .,.) Aw,. .(A2.5)
The difference may also be written as a measure of set length. Let W1 k and W2
represent vertical line sets with heights given by the numbers wx k and w2, re
spectively. Because we are concerned only with differences between w1 k val
ues and w2 values, without loss of generality, we may assume that all values
may be made positive by addition of a constant. The absolute difference in nu
merical values may now be written as a measure of symmetric difference of
line sets, where the measure is a length:
vft=i wi,k w . = m u wk=l l,k A W (A2.6)
We substitute the set measure relationship of Lemma 1 in Eq. (A2.6) to write
the absolute difference ofnumerical values as a sum of set lengths:
V*=l WX,k)-W2
7=1
/+1 E m
isi1<2<...<i;.
n-7 w
ft=i i,* AW.
(A2.7)
Note that Eqs. (A2.5) and (A2.6) are also valid for an intersection of ft Wh k sets:
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(aa -I..)--. = [(aa ,.,) V wt Ak= l Wl.'k)AW2
= m (nLi Wi,*) A^2 (A2.8)
Substitution of the difference expression ofEq. (A2.8) for the set measure term
ofEq. (A2.7) yields Lemma A.2, thereby completing the proof.
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Appendix 3 - MAE Theorem for Gray-Scale to Binary Computational
Morphological Filters
Here we prove the gray-scale to binary MAE theorem for computational
morphological filters.
Gray Scale to Binary Morphological Filter MAE Theorem: An /i-erosion
morphological filter W, where W : (Gm)N -^ {0, 1}, possessing basis BasCW] =
Bast^i] =
fiiCFi)-
= {ri, r2, . . ., r} will provide a point estimate with mean-
absolute error given by
MAE(W) = ( -
iy+ *
MAE( VJp=l rip > ,
j=\ lsij <i2<...<ij <n
where ri = {r; tl, r; )2, . . -, n >N}, and the max of r is taken pointwise over the ipp iptLj p
vectors.
Proof: The probability of type-0 and type-1 errors are denoted by po and p\,
and are given by
Po[W] =p0[r1,r2,...,r]
= P (v;=1rp(X) = o)n(y = i)
= p rV'=i [rp.sxr ) n( y=i (A3.1)
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and
Pim=Pi[ri,r2,...,rJ = P v;=1rp(X) = i] n( y = o
= p ir=1 [rpsxi ) n[ y=o (A3.2)
respectively. Because these errors are mutually exclusive, MAE may be writ
ten as
MAE(W) = P0[W] + PlV]
n"
[rp<xr
P=i H r)n(y=i) + p (u;=1 [rp<x]) n( y=o) (A3.3)
DeMorgan's Law indicates that the probability of type-0 error and the prob
ability of type-1 error are related by complementary events:
n"
,
[r.sxr
p=l r
U"
1
[rp<X]
p=i f
(A3.4)
Combining Eqs. (A3.1) - (A3.4) allows us to write a general expression for the
MAE in terms of the symmetric difference:
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MAE(W) = MAE(rl7 r2, . . ., rB> = P (u;=l[r^x])A(y=i) (A3.5)
The probability of the symmetric difference may be written as Eq. (A1.9)
where Ck = [rk ^ X], and D = [Y = 1]. Equation (A3.8) is the Probability Ad
dition Theorem in a symmetric difference setting ( see Appendix 1). Next, we
note the event equivalence
<i . [r, < X] =
p = i p
VJ
r,
p=i 1p
< X (A3.6)
Combining Eqs. (A3.5), (A3.8) and (A3.9) yields
MAE(W) = Y
{~iyJ+ E p
j=l lSi,<i2<...<ijSn
vi=1 ^ < x a y=i (A3.7)
Now we note that for a single erosion Eq. (A3.5) becomes
MAE(r) = P r< X A y=l (A3.8)
which upon substitution into Eq. (A3.7) proves the theorem.
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